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It’s intriguing how much success can
be tied up in singular moments. It’s
that “coming out of the shadows”
experience where you realise you’ve a
serious contender on your hands. In a
television series like Doctor Who these
events may be contained in very
particular instances, stories or scenes,
where a character, or concept for that
matter, starts to shine. I’m often
drawn to Tom Baker’s speech on the
indomitable nature of humanity in The
Ark in Space (1975) and his duel with
Styre (The Sontaran Experiment, 1975).
In these contrasting scenes we see the
Doctor’s command of word and deed
fully regenerated; Tom Baker’s
bohemian Time Lord becomes the face
of the programme.
Tom Baker’s stepping into the light
was no mean feat. He was following
the then longest-running actor in the
part, the marvellous Jon Pertwee,
whose tenure had seen viewing figures
return to their halcyon days of
Dalekmania. Baker’s own successor,
Peter Davison, had a similar if not
greater challenge on his hands. One
might argue that it’s Davison’s fourth
televised adventure The Visitation
(1982) which gives us his first
complete performance, however much
the adjusted production schedule gave
him the space to develop a more
nuanced portrayal in his opening
adventure, Castrovalva (1982).
Then we have the companions. After
debuting in the climatic Logopolis
(1981) Janet Fielding’s Tegan Jovanka
becomes the core figure in Season
Nineteen’s enigmatic Kinda (1982),

revealing a psychology to her
character far deeper than later scripts
would have us believe (although 1983’s
Enlightenment has some nice moments
for her). Elisabeth Sladen’s Sarah Jane
Smith, too, becomes a far richer figure
with the arrival of Tom Baker’s
Doctor, showing just how much a
character’s potential may be tied up
with their fellow dramatis personae.
This issue of Whotopia looks at
these shadow-breaking moments.
Jessica Chaleff’s thoughts on
regeneration, new contributor Don
Klees’ considerations on Mawdryn
Undead in the journey of the Brigadier,
and Nick Mellish’s focus on Adric,
each touch upon this theme. The
present issue is also the first since #7
without Nick’s regular column, Target
Trawl, which is rapidly transitioning
into book form (see Whotopia’s
interview with Nick in #32). We also
have a rather oblique take on this
theme by way of those characters or
concepts going into the shadows after
a light-drenched debut. For this
thematic reversal, if you will, see
Richard Michaels’ latest ‘The Curate’s
Egg’.
I’m pleased to say we also welcome
back columnists Dan Tessier, Dave
Etches and Andrew Screen, whose
admixture of Derek Jacobi’s Master,
jigsaw-aided Dalek-building, and Black
Archives / Big Finish reviews make for
thoroughly engaging readings. As well
as the aforementioned Don Klees, I’m
happy to introduce Paul Williams,
whose epic mission to rewatch – or
listen to – the entire series by one

episode a week gives us
the first instalment in a
new review column,
‘Season Watch’. Another
debuting contributor is
James Bojaciuk, whose
analysis of Lawrence
Miles’ Faction Paradox
spin-off gives us a great
picture of this unique
addition to the Doctor
Who universe. James’
work is wonderfully
illustrated
by
newcomer Sophie Iles.
On that artistic note,
once again it is the
ever reliable Rob
Carpenter who has
given us another
wonderful
cover.
Thank you, Rob.
Whotopia 33 is
also my final edition
as editor. I certainly
hope to contribute
to future editions,
but I will no longer be plucking out
typos and smoothing over story
references. I won’t be bothering Bob
with a new idea for a theme, or
proposing a potential interviewee. I
must confess, it will be odd not to
know what’s going on behind the
scenes, or which authors and articles
are lined up for a coming issue. But I
also think it’s time for a new broom,
and what better time than in the wake
of the latest series of Doctor Who, with
its brand new lead actor Jodie
Whittaker and incoming showrunner
Chris Chibnall.

Before I close, I must extend my
heartfelt thanks to every writer,
editor, interviewee and artist I have
had the pleasure and privilege to work
with over the past ten years. I’ve had a
genuinely splendid experience. I
wouldn’t have missed it for the world.
Grazie mille.
Take care.
| Jez Strickley, Editor
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The better part of a decade had
passed between Brigadier Alistair
Gordon Lethbridge-Stewart’s last
appearance as a semi-regular in
Terror of the Zygons and his first
as a guest character in 1983’s
Mawdryn Undead. In that time,
Doctor Who had got along
perfectly well without him.
Nevertheless, producer John
Nathan-Turner was keen to revisit
elements from the program’s past
and had already approached
Nicholas Courtney about reprising
the role well before plans for
Mawdryn Undead got underway.
Though the original concept for the
story did not involve the Brigadier,
the serial ultimately became the
catalyst for his evolution into one
of the show’s most iconic
-themed story, but fitting is not the
characters.
same as interesting, let alone
dramatic. With a school being a
Reflecting the anniversary year
natural environment for Ian, seeing
approach of incorporating
him there would have brought
callbacks to Doctor Who’s past in nothing new to his story. Harry
each of Season Twenty’s stories,
Sullivan’s scientific background
meant that he too was a
writer Peter Grimwade’s initial
storyline reunited the Doctor with comfortable fit for the school
setting. As with Ian, it’s likely that
one of his very first companions,
the end result would have leaned
school teacher Ian Chesterton.
more on nostalgia without showing
Because William Russell was
unavailable to reprise the role, the the audience much beyond how
production team next approached well the actors in question had
Ian Marter about returning as
aged.
Doctor Harry Sullivan. When
Marter also proved unavailable,
Putting Lethbridge-Stewart in this
they accelerated the timeline for
situation, however, brings another
dimension to the story. One of the
Courtney’s return as Lethbridgebenchmarks for a new Doctor is
Stewart, setting the stage for a
how well they convey that they’re
poignant school reunion between
fundamentally the same person as
the Doctor and his old friend.
before but with a new twist.
While this development doubtless Mawdryn Undead is a rare
caused a great deal of stress behind example of the TV series (as
-the-scenes – and remains
opposed to spin-off media)
notorious for its continuity
applying that principle to a former
implications – the Doctor Who
companion. Based on his history
universe is much richer for it.
with UNIT (encapsulated in a
There’s a case to be made that the marvelous flashback sequence), in
theory the former military man
return of one of the Doctor’s
should seem out of place at the
original companions would have
made for a more fitting anniversary Brendon School. Peter Grimwade’s

Putting LethbridgeStewart in this
situation, however,
brings another
dimension to the story.
script embraces this disconnect and
uses it as a means to develop his
character.
“Oh, I know how many beans
make five, Doctor,” quips
Lethbridge-Stewart on seeing the
Doctor's surprised reaction to his
post-retirement employment. “And
you don’t have to be a Time Lord
to cope with A Level maths.”
Though the exchange recalls their
sometimes prickly dynamic from
the UNIT era, the overall tone is
warmer in large part because the
old soldier opted to evolve rather
than fade away. It may have felt
strange for a character whose most
famous line was an order for “five
rounds rapid” to declare, “I also
happen to like teaching” but in this
context it also felt right.
Likewise the plot’s memory loss
element expands LethbridgeStewart’s character by giving him
an inner demon to face. Several
months before the Doctor’s offhand observation in The Five
Doctors that “a man is the sum of
his memories”, Mawdryn Undead
put the idea front and center. Even
after his memory is restored and
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probably concede the appeal of
having the character available to
appear in later stories.

...the character’s return to Doctor Who in the
1980s was largely a question of when rather
than if.

In addition to the New Adventures
and other book ranges, these
included several audio plays for
Big Finish Productions where
Courtney reprised the role opposite
Colin Baker and Paul McGann as
well as an alternative incarnation
played by David Warner in the
2003 audio play Sympathy For The
Devil. Part of Big Finish’s Doctor
Who Unbound series, Sympathy
For The Devil depicts an alternate
universe where the Doctor never
became UNIT’s scientific advisor.
In this reality, Lethbridge-Stewart
runs a bar in Hong Kong haunted
by disastrous missions that turned
the career officer into “a career
embarrassment" until his friend's
return offers a chance at
redemption.

After Doctor Who returned to
television, the Brigadier – now Sir
Alistair – helped connect the
program’s revival with its original
run. While the character’s only onscreen appearance in the twentyfirst century was in The Sarah Jane
Adventures, he remained a
Though 1989’s Battlefield is
presence in its narrative even in
uneven on some fronts, its
death. The news of his passing,
depiction of Lethbridge-Stewart
echoing that of Nicholas Courtney,
shines. Old enough to be set in his galvanized the Doctor to face his
ways but astute enough to
own fate in 2011’s The Wedding of
acknowledge the value of changing River Song, and each time the
Lethbridge-Stewart showing up in them, he’s both the faithful
Doctor encountered Kate Stewart
The Five Doctors a short time after husband who knows his “blood
served as a reminder of her late
Mawdryn Undead makes it clear
and thunder days are long past”
father, especially in 2014’s Death
that the character’s return to
and the brave soldier who can’t sit in Heaven. If that particular
Doctor Who in the 1980s was
idle when the fate of the Earth is at evocation of the Brigadier remains
largely a question of when rather
stake. Until John Nathan-Turner
particularly contentious within
than if. Unfortunately, the sheer
and script editor Andrew Cartmel fandom, it simply reflects his
size of the anniversary special’s
had a change of heart, Ben
iconic stature established over
cast offered little time for character Aaronovitch’s early scripts for
decades and tracing its roots to
development. This made it
Battlefield involved the Brigadier Mawdryn Undead.
something of step backwards for
meeting a heroic end. Even those
the Brigadier and an anomaly
who feel that decision undercut the
| Don Klees
among his post-1970s appearances. televised story’s impact would

the cause of its loss explained, a
sense of vulnerability lingers,
making the ending feel like a
rebirth for him. The triumph of
Mawdryn Undead is not simply
that it’s an emotionally and
intellectually satisfying story but
also its success in moving the
retired officer beyond his UNIT
days without denying their
importance, paving the way for
further return appearances.
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Outside of explicitly retro stories
like the 1990s BBC radio serials
with Jon Pertwee, The Five
Doctors is virtually the only one
that doesn’t show the influence of
Mawdryn Undead.
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SEASON ONE: Fear makes companions of all of us.
At the start of 2018 I decided to
watch every episode of Doctor
Who in chronological order, at the
rate of one a week. In making this
sixteen plus year commitment I
hoped to rediscover my love for
the show and understand why it
continues to motivate and inspire
me. I also wanted to watch the
story unfold in context.
The initiative presented some
difficulties, not least because,
unlike the original audience, I
know what’s going to happen. The
episodes are all familiar to me,
some more than others, but I won’t
be surprised when an old enemy
reappears or a companion dies. Nor
will I understand or fully
appreciate references to
contemporary issues. Having just
seen Arachnids in the UK I can
imagine a child, sixteen years
hence, asking his or her parents to
explain who Ed Sheeran is.
Undoubtedly there will be
moments where I fail to grasp the
intended meaning but also others
where I find things missed on the
previous viewing.
Here are my musings on the first
season, the original you might say.
The overriding theme of the first
season is fear, specifically fear of
the unknown and of change. This is
shown initially through the
reactions of the new TARDIS crew
to each other and then in the
characters they meet, such as
Tlotoxl and the City Administrator.
We begin with Ian’s and Barbara’s
story as they are forced to travel
through time and space with a badtempered old man willing to drop a

Barbara.
An Unearthly Child sets the scene
superbly with a finely crafted first
episode that introduces the
concept, then loses momentum as
the second episode is largely given
to the internal politics of the Tribe
of Gum. Any opportunities for
continuing to show the awe and
wonder of Ian’s and Barbara’s
prehistoric trip are sacrificed to a
well-written, but dull, debate about
fire. The contrast between the two
groups is only explored in sections,
such as when Ian and Barbara
attempt to negotiate with Za and
Hur.
The second story ensured Doctor
Who’s longevity by introducing the
Daleks. They dominate the scenes
they are in, even those without
other characters, and appear
invincible within the city they can
never leave. Despite their presence,
this is one of the weakest stories in
the season, dragged out far beyond
its natural length. Padding in the
other stories isn’t as obvious on a
weekly viewing and the later
Top to bottom: Scenes from An Unearthly Child,
movie condenses it to an hour and
The Daleks and The Keys of Marinus
a half without losing anything
stone on a caveman’s head. By the relevant. The ineptitude of the
end of the season the Doctor has
Thals, both in writing and acting, is
become the hero, respected by the another problem.
schoolteachers and responsible, on
several occasions, for saving their The Edge of Destruction is a feeble
lives. He gives water to those in
filler, significant only for
Marco Polo’s caravan, defends Ian improving the relationship between
in court on Marinus, works with
the crew. Then we meet Marco
the Sensorite scientists and
Polo for the best tale of the season,
negotiates the release of his friends praise only slightly diluted by the
in Paris. The turning point is the
inability to view it. The audio
end of the third story, The Edge of conveys the strength of Lucarotti’s
Destruction, where the Doctor
well-rounded characters with
realises that his suspicions were
conflicting aims. Polo alternates
wrong and attempts to apologise to between villain and friend with
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creatures are
shown to be
sensitive to light. It
is also obvious that
the initial human
crew are
responsible for the
sabotage, and the
politics of the
Sense-Sphere, like
those of the Tribe
of Gum, hold little
interest.

Awards
Best Story
Marco Polo
Best Episode
An Unearthly Child
Best Writer
John Lucarotti
Best Regular Actor
Jacqueline Hill (Barbara
Wright)

Best Supporting Actor
The Reign of
Mark Eden (Marco Polo)
Terror is an
Best Adversary
appropriately solid
The Daleks
end to the season,
set in a society
Best Scene
ruled by fear.
The Doctor’s apology to
Barbara
Anyone could be
(Brink of Disaster)
rushed to the
guillotine, without
a valid reason,
placing the
regulars in constant danger. Like The Sensorites, it
begins with two gripping episodes then falls away but
remains entertaining. The difference is in the stronger
characters, including the regulars. Hartnell is
fantastic, especially in his comic interludes, and
Barbara speaks her mind. Of note is her angry
reaction to Leon’s death, instead of being pleased that
Ian was saved. It’s a moment that makes you think
about Ian and Barbara as individuals rather than a
couple. Less impressive is the treatment of Susan.

Mark Eden conveying his desperation to get away
whilst also trying to do the right thing by the others.
Lucarotti replicates this success with the equally
impressive Aztecs. The historicals, including An
Unearthly Child, are superior to the science-fiction
tales because they focus on characters before ideas.
The ambition of the script for The Keys of Marinus is
not matched by the production values or the strength
of the supporting cast. The Sensorites has similar
faults, with the first two episodes being
claustrophobic horror that dissipates when the title
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The Doctor’s granddaughter is the catalyst for
bringing the crew together but, through the season, is
rarely separated from all the others to develop her
own storyline. Her highlights are meeting the Thals
and developing a telepathic ability that helps her defy
the Doctor. In part this lack of action is a
consequence of writers trying to introduce their own
worlds and characters. John Lucarotti, in The Aztecs,
is the only writer who gets close to maintaining four
different threads for the regulars.
A strong season ends with a great speech from
Hartnell about seeking their destiny in the stars. This
reinforces the sense of togetherness and firmly
establishes him as the leader for the adventures
ahead.
| Paul Williams

Some characters and / or actors hit the
ground running. David Tennant has
his new teeth, Matt Smith got me from
“Apples!” onwards, Patrick Troughton
chuckled with an evil glint in his eye
that his regeneration was over, Jodie
Whittaker beamed that everything was
brilliant: all of these moments, so
early into reigns, won my heart.

automatically make for a great
performance. A defining moment for
the character, sure, but those are not
one and the same thing. Mickey
watching his dopplegänger die is a
defining moment for his character, for
example, but I’m not sure Noel Clarke
sniffing is up there with the actor’s
finest hours. (I say this as someone
who rates Clarke highly and think his
nose wiggling is mighty fine.)

But I’m going to steer away from
Doctors for this one. I’m going to veer
away from beginnings, even. Instead, But you know what? People can be
wrong, and Waterhouse in Earthshock
I’m going to look at an ending, and
is a case in point. Yes, the moment
one ending in particular: Adric’s.
when he’s talking aloud to himself in
Part Two is cringeworthy; sure, some
Now, I know what people are
thinking. They’re thinking that
of the beats are missed here and there;
Matthew Waterhouse was not the best and agreed, desperately trying not to
type when he’s meant to be typing in
actor. They’re thinking that the
character never really worked with the Part Four is accidentally hilarious. But
there is so much that’s good for Adric
Fifth Doctor and that his glory days
in this story; so much that Waterhouse
were in the start of Logopolis only.
does well. From his argument with the
They’re looking at Earthshock and
they’re raising an eyebrow at me: “Oh Doctor at the start of the story to
hiding his badge from the treacherous
Nick!” they’re saying. “One big
explosion and a dead dino does not a Ringway, Waterhouse knows how
important it is to get this one right and
good actor make!”
he gives it everything he has got.
In that respect, they’re right. The
shock ending to Earthshock does not In the end though, silence is golden

and to my mind his best moment is his
final one: silent, staring at the
window, seeing Earth approach and
knowing it’s over for him. Clutching
at the one keepsake he has remaining
from his much-loved brother, quietly
accepting death. It’s there in the
direction, it’s there in the script, and
it’s there most definitely in
Waterhouse’s eyes. Acting with
talking and movement is hard enough;
acting with utter silence and minimal
movement? Not easy, but he does it.
It’s a tiny moment perhaps, but if he’d
got that wrong? If he’d failed to land
the punch in the heart the scene
requires? Earthshock would fall down.
That it does not and that it has the
power it seeks is down to Matthew
Waterhouse. It may be brief, it may be
wordless, it may be arguably be a bit
late in the day, but it’s brilliant.
Here’s to you, Adric. Here’s to you,
Waterhouse. Here’s to those tiny
moments that shift perception. Small,
beautiful things are what life is all
about after all, no?
| Nick Mellish
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WHAT IS FACTION
PARADOX?
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What is Faction Paradox?

of the Saved… ebook contains Purser-Hallard’s ‘Unification
Theory’.

Let’s set the stage.
Random Static
Newtons Sleep – Daniel O’Mahony (2008)
If you know Doctor Who, you know Gallifrey. It’s inhabited by
beings who are, quite literally, the lords of time itself. They
make sure cause runs into effect, the whole of the universe runs A separate prologue for Newtons Sleep, ‘The Return of the
King,’ was once posted on the Random Static website.
in order, and the clocks run on time.
Faction Paradox is an in-universe Gallifreyan terrorist Obverse Books
A Romance in Twelve Parts – ed. Stuart Douglas (2011)
organization created by Lawrence Miles. They came to
Burning with Optimism’s Flames – ed. Jay Eales (2012)
prominence in the BBC Eighth Doctor novels. Like many
Against Nature – Lawrence Burton (2013)
terrorist organizations, they strike at what the culture holds
The Brakspeare Voyage – Simon Bucher-Jones & Jon
sacrosanct: in this case, time itself. Faction Paradox glorifies in
Dennis (2013)
paradox. They will make time loops, paradoxes, ontological
Liberating Earth – ed. Kate Orman (2015)
confusion, all to offend the Time Lords.
Head of State – Andrew Hickey (2015)
Weapons Grade Snake Oil – Blair Bidmead (2017)
Because the Homeworld is petrified of death and has all but
Spinning Jenny – Dale Smith (2017)
scrubbed it from its society, Faction Paradox is a death cult.
The Book of the Enemy – ed. Simon Bucher-Jones (2018)
They’re voodoo in the sense of Hollywood horror films from
The Book of the Peace – ed. Philip Marsh (2018)
the mid-1900s. The resemblance to vudon is slight, by design. It
doesn’t have enough blood and death. They expand the horrific,
with bone masks and strange rites. They replace Time Lord A further anthology, Wallowing in Pessimism’s Mire (2015),
appropriately enough for this series, never existed.
science with ritual magic.
As the Eighth Doctor line rolled to a close and the BBC novels Audio
became something much closer in style and tone to the new
series, Lawrence Miles and some of the other Eighth Doctor The Faction Paradox Protocols (BBV Productions)
The Eleven Day Empire (2001)
authors spun-off into their own, new series. It keeps most of the
The Shadow Play (2001)
same concepts in a new, safe way – such as rebranding Gallifrey
Sabbath Dei (2003)
as the Homeworld. Many of the creator-owned companions,
In the Year of the Cat (2003)
villains, and characters continued to appear. It very much takes
Movers (2003)
place in what would be the Doctor Who universe if the new
A Labyrinth of Histories (2004)
series either didn’t exist, or its events were largely ignored by
the wider universe.
The True History of Faction Paradox (Magic Bullet
Interestingly, one of the concepts started in those Eighth Doctor Productions)
Coming to Dust (2005)
novels—and very much continued in Faction Paradox—is the
The Ship of a Billion Years (2006)
Time War, called either The Second War in Heaven or simply
Body Politic (2008)
the War, as though it needs no other name. The Last Great Time
Words from Nine Divinities (2008)
War was lifted into the show. Faction Paradox explores what
Ozymandias (2009)
the Time War is in a way the show never could.
The Judgement of Sutekh (2009)
*****
Comics
Publishing History
Two issues of a Faction Paradox comic were published by
Image Comics in 2003. The storyline was left unfinished.
Print
Mad Norwegian Press
The City of the Saved (Obverse Books)
The Book of the War – ed. Lawrence Miles (2002)
Tales of the City (2012)
This Town Will Never Let Us Go – Lawrence Miles (2003)
More Tales of the City (2013)
Dead Romance (special edition) – Lawrence Miles (2003)
Tales of the Great Detectives (2014)
Of the City of the Saved… – Philip Purser-Hallard (2004)
Furthest Tales of the City (2015)
Warlords of Utopia – Lance Parkin (2004)
Tales of the Civil War (2017)
Warring States – Mags L. Halliday (2005)
Stranger Tales of the City (2018)
Erasing Sherlock – Kelly Hale (2006)
*****
This Town Will Never Let Us Go, Of the City of the Saved…,
Warlords of Utopia, Warring States, and Erasing Sherlock all
have additional prologues, often printed in the proceeding book A Question of Genre
of the series. There are additional stories in the new ebook
editions. The Warring States ebook contains Halliday’s ‘The What is Faction Paradox’s genre?
Night is Long, and Dreams are Legion’ (which is a reprint from
the November 2004 issue of Myth Makers), and the Of the City “Science fiction,” you might say. It has ships (space and time),
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aliens, shades of reality, robots, clones, and
death rays of every style. It’s a safe bet. Nearly
a sure thing.
And yet…
Despite the profusion of science-fiction tropes,
I believe there is a better genre through which
we can understand the series.
Why does this matter?
Understanding the series’ genre helps us
understand Faction Paradox as a whole. It
gives us a way “into” each story. It makes a
notoriously difficult, opaque series that much
more transparent. It’s useful in a scholarly
sense as well. Faction Paradox, thus far, has
received relatively little critical attention, and
establishing its genre is an essential first step.
If you want to understand Faction Paradox,
understand its genre. Nothing else so clearly
sets it apart as its own series, in an almost
unique style. It makes difficult but rewarding
novels, like Against Nature, easier to approach
and appreciate.
What is its genre?
Faction Paradox is historical fiction. From The
Book of the War through to the novels, the
audios, the short stories, and The City of the
Saved spin-off the series is consistently
historical fiction.
Historical fiction, however, does not mean
“stories set in the past.” It’s an oversimplification based on trends. Instead, it’s a
genre with its own rules and style apart from
the general chronological placement of its
fiction. It has three primary rules.
#1 – “The past appears to “live” and the
present is made strange. Historical novels
function structurally as a metaphor, joining the
past with the present” (Susan Peabody’s
“Reading and Writing Historical Fiction”).
#2 – “The best litmus test [for if a work is
historical fiction] is whether the story collapses
if you remove the historical element. If so, it’s
probably historical fiction. If not, it may just be
fiction set in the past” (award-winning
historical fiction author Jon Black).
#3 – “[Historical fiction is] a fictional narrative
in which the process of historical events is
itself an actor within the plot and whose
characters are directly and repeatedly
influenced by historical events or are
themselves fictionalized versions of individuals
who shaped historical events. The first criterion
separates historical fiction from fiction with a
historical setting; a story with a historical
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setting typically has only one or two events that might affect a
character’s behavior, but the development of the character,
irrespective of his historical setting, remains a primary impetus
to the plot. In historical fiction, the specific time period
permeates, limits, and defines the actions of the characters and
the plot development – the flow of historical events, even if
augmented by fictional elements, provides the boundaries for
the narrative. Similarly, the primary characters in a work of
historical fiction are either fictionalized versions of known
individuals or are entirely fictional characters who frequently
interact with known individuals” (Colleen Manassa’s “Defining
Historical Fiction in New Kingdom Egypt”).

The closest thing to an exception is The Book of the War.
Instead, like Philip José Farmer’s Tarzan Alive! The Definitive
Biography of Lord Greystoke or William S. Baring-Gould’s
Sherlock Holmes of Baker Street, it’s a work of history. Pretend
history, but assembled to resemble non-fiction in form and
function. It is historical fiction that discards the form of fiction,
and assumes the pretense of fact. Many libraries filed Farmer
and Baring-Gould’s books in the biography section, rather than
fiction. The Book of the War could earn the same honor, and
surreptitiously find itself in the history section.

Now let’s outline the difference between historical fiction and
“stories set in the past” with some television episodes I believe
we are all familiar with. The Reign of Terror is historical
fiction. The past is made familiar while the present is distant
and increasingly strange. The historical incident is central and
cannot be removed. The repeated and direct influence of
historical events and personages is keenly felt. This serial is
solidly historical fiction. Let’s then consider three more
episodes at once: “Victory of the Daleks,” “A Town Called
Mercy,” and “Thin Ice.” These episodes are absent any element
which demands their historical element. There is no attempt to
make the past familiar. Historical personages are unnecessary
and do not extend influence over the characters and plot (if they
appear at all).

Faction Paradox, like Doctor Who, can do anything. However,
Doctor Who relies on the Doctor for internal consistency
(without the Doctor, you would never believe The Edge of
Destruction and The Gunfighters are in the same universe, let
alone Silver Nemesis and “Hell Bent”). Faction Paradox relies
on the organization of its information for internal consistency.
There is no singular emblem of Faction Paradox. There are
continuing villains, but they are by no means omnipresent.
There are continuing heroes, but they are by no means common.
The lore is omnipresent, but even the major connective tissue –
the Homeworld, Lolita, the Faction itself – are not guaranteed to
show up in a story. It’s the lore-as-history that connects every
story. It provides Faction Paradox’s tone and mood, and
supports and informs its unique approach and style.

This is not because one example is a straight historical serial
and the others are not, however. There’s two more television
stories to consider, both of which introduce significant science
fiction elements: The Curse of Fenric and Vincent and the
Doctor. They are historical fiction. Their stories are impossible
to extricate from their chosen historical moments. The past is
made familiar, and humanized, as the present is made strange.
Historical events and actors weigh on the plots.

*****

Is historical fiction the essential genre for Faction Paradox?

An (Brief) Overview of the Wider Universe
The universe is at War.

It is not a war over territory, but an attempted conquest over
meaning. The Homeworld stands against the Enemy, a threat
not only to their lives but to all reality. The Enemy’s identity is
Faction Paradox, outside of rare exceptions in short stories, all but unknown. They tear away at structured, ordered reality.
always fulfills these three criteria.
The Homeworld and the Enemy are the titans, waring over the
It is the central paradox of Faction Paradox. A time war and a heavens themselves, as smaller players carve out their own
terrorist group dedicated to the annihilation of history can only fiefdoms and empires. Faction Paradox serves almost as a third
way: a murderous, often psychotic, third way that abandons the
be understood historically.
Homeworld’s lock-step rules and the Enemy’s desolation. The
You may say “I can believe this about the Faction Paradox Remote, a technology-obsessed group of barbarians that range
novels set in the past. What are Against Nature or Newtons the Spiral Politic, goals often shifting and impossible to guess.
Sleep if not historical fiction? But what about the novels set in The Celetis, a group of Homeworlders who chose an immaterial
the present, like This Town Will Never Let Us Go or Head of existence over the possibility of removal from the universe.
State? Or the more traditionally science fictional novels like The
Then there is Lolita, who comes to possess her own Great
Brakspeare Voyage?”
House. She is a timeship who often takes a humanoid form, and
They are not the exceptions that they seem at first glance. This runs her own gambit, in many forms, in many different times
Town Will Never Let Us Go and Head of State treat the present and on different worlds. She was once the personal timeship of
with these rules. The moment in history – Post 9/11 in the a renegade Homeworlder who often sought to be obeyed.
former, and the then-upcoming 2016 United States presidential
election in the latter – are treated as historical fiction. The The great powers all chase their own goals and dreams as reality
present is made strange, while the past in the present is made continues to tumble around them.
familiar (the pre-War era in the former, and the cutaways to the
*****
past in Head of State). Historical events and actors play a large
role. Compare this to any recent modern-set Doctor Who
episode, which will not meet any of these criteria. The City of the Saved
Brakspeare Voyage uses its historical sailing metaphor to cover
The City of the Saved is a spin-off from Faction Paradox
the same ground.
proper, though it’s not so distant a spin-off as Faction Paradox
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few excellent starting places.
For Faction Paradox, I recommend:
Dead Romance (particularly the Mad Norwegian Press edition
which contains other easy portals into the universe, “Grass” (an
exceptionally fine short story), “Toy Story,” and “The
Cosmology of the Spiral Politic”). Widely considered one of the
best Doctor Who novels, Dead Romance tells the story of what
happens when the world ends in the 1970s. This novel also
establishes one of the characters who would go on to become
one of the series’ central protagonist-villains. It offers an
extremely easy entry into the whole.
is from Doctor Who. They’re both currently published by
The Book of the War. If this is your cup of tea, you’ll feast for
Obverse, and many authors are shared between the lines.
years. If you don’t relish the idea of reading a biased
The City of the Saved is a galaxy-sized city that exists in the encyclopedia of the War, in what comes off as equal parts series
brief gap between the end of this universe and the beginning of bible, roleplaying game source book, and in-universe
the next one. In it, every human who has ever lived is document—then you’re best off entering the series with the
resurrected. I won’t spoil the mechanics of this – it’s all detailed more traditional entries.
in Philip Purser-Hallard’s novel Of the City of the Saved…. But
that’s every human, and every distantly related human species Against Nature. While this is a notoriously difficult novel, it is
also one of the best, offering an accurate portrait of Aztec life
from Neanderthals to weird, far-future transhumans.
and some of the best characters in the series. Lawrence Burton’s
novel is one of the crown jewels of the series.
For The City of the Saved, I recommend:
Tales of the City, primarily for Elizabeth “The Socratic
Problem.” The entire book is a gentle introduction to the City,
preparing you for the depth it would later be explored. This
collection shows you the City operating normally, in the less
bizarre Districts, which makes you come to love the City as
operating normally.
Stranger Tales of the City has multiple stories designed to easily
introduce you to the City, as well as to the function and
approach of the wider Faction Paradox series. From Kara
Dennison’s account of religion in the city via a Japanese shrine
maiden (“The Wandering Child”), to Paul Hiscock’s spaghetti
western account of remakes (“Riding Shotgun on a Stage from
Grief”), to James Bojaciuk’s account of RealSpace, remakes,
and the limits of the City (“Philology: The Real Professional
Bag of Tricks”), to Alexandra Marchon’s account of the City’s
first day (“Farewell to a World”) Stranger Tales of the City
And being that everyone is resurrected, it lets authors indulge in introduces you to the entire City all at once.
playing with real-world historical figures. One of the best
stories is Lance Parkin’s “Adolf Hitler, the Gaol” which deals Of the City of the Saved…. I recommend reading this after
with the question of how to deal with tyrants in the City. A reading a few of the anthologies to ground yourself in the City.
Jewish district of the City captured Hitler, and intends to deal While Philip Purser-Hallard explores and establishes the City
with him as justly as possible. It’s wonderful. Another story I well, the events of this novel hit harder once you’ve come to
regularly see cited as a favorite is Elizabeth Evershed’s “The love the City through the other stories.
Socractic Problem”, in which a professor trying to earn tenure
brings Socrates to his university as a professor. In a very P.G. Read it as the climax of a wonderful series.
Wodehouse way, it turns out that Socrates really did corrupt the
| James Bojaciuk
youth, being nothing but humorous trouble. The City of the
Saved is a wonderland for science fiction and history buffs.
Artwork on page 14 by Sophie Iles
All other artwork taken from the Faction Paradox Wiki
*****
www.factionparadox.wikia.com/wiki/Faction_Paradox_Wiki
Good Starting Points
I couldn’t conclude with this article without recommending a
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Every fan will have their episode
where they feel a particular
companion finally became their
own character. Melanie Bush had a
relatively short run on the show,
being introduced randomly in the
Sixth Doctor mega-story arc The
Trial of a Time Lord. From there,
she became his travelling assistant.
This character was always up-beat,
headstrong, and ready to defend
the Doctor from whatever was after
them. However, her true character
shined in her second story, Time
and the Rani (one of this author’s
favorites) and in her last,
Dragonfire (also one of this
author’s favorites). Yes, the latter
also happens to be the adventure
where fan-favorite Dorothy “Ace”
McShane is
introduced to
the Doctor Who
Universe, and a
reintroduction
to the slightly
reprehensible
yet loveable
Sablom Glitz,
but it is a great
send-off to a
companion the
fanbase had
very little time with (this is not
including Big Finish, of course).

her official job to track him down,
to make sure he was all right – and
protect him at any cost, which may
or may not have gotten her
temporarily paralyzed. Do you
remember that scene? Her planking
skills were off the charts! We were
able to observe just how important
traveling in the TARDIS was to
her, through her personal mission
of protecting the Doctor. When she
didn’t believe the newlyregenerated Seventh Doctor to be
the Doctor, she threatened him,
believing he did something awful
to her Doctor (even roughed him
up a bit – see what exercise can do
kids? Makes you strong!). But
when she felt the double-heartbeat,
she was relieved, and elated. We

Dragonfire has a soft spot in this
writer’s heart for the introduction
of Ace, but it also marks the
departure of Mel (or ‘Doughnut’,
as Ace ironically called her). To
me, this story displayed her true
character, but it took until the very
end to show it to the audience.
Here, Mel tells the Doctor she isn’t
going to go with him, but instead is
leaving with Sabblom Glitz. The
Doctor is, naturally, saddened at
this revelation, but Mel isn’t going
for the travel, she is going to keep
an eye on the man and make sure
he stays out of trouble. We know
from watching her episodes that
she adores traveling with the
Doctor, so why would she give it
all up just to
become a
babysitter for a
ne’er do well?
Because it’s who
she is. Mel is a
giving,
lighthearted soul,
so she would
rather give up
her freedom
amongst the stars
with the Doctor
could see just how much she cared in order to keep the universe safe
for him, and how much she was
from Glitz, and also try and reform
willing to protect him – by flipping him at the same time. This scene
While Melanie Bush had a solid
people over her shoulder.
showed all previous traits
six episodes under her belt with the
displayed in Time and the Rani
While that mission showed how
Sixth Doctor, she truly wasn’t an
while adding some last-minute
headstrong
and
intelligent,
she
official companion as yet, at least
adjustments to her already flawless
character.
not in the eyes of this writer. What could be, we got to see her
emotional side, how she could
we saw was a snippet from her
empathize with species who were Melanie Bush told the Doctor that
future with the Doctor, not the
if she ever wanted to reach him,
present, and we couldn’t get a peg alien to her. Melanie spoke in a
on her. To this writer, her official soft, soothing tone, and would
she would throw a bottle with a
comfort
those
in
emotional
pain.
debut as a canonized, true-blue
note in it out into space. One day,
The Trial of a Time Lord was a
companion, was the very next
it would be a grand surprise, if the
mere test run, whilst Time of the
season, with Time and the Rani,
Doctor would come across a
where she had to deal with a whole Rani gave Melanie full reign, and random bottle floating in space
we the audience were able to
new Doctor. Here, she had her
thrown out by her, a woman much
witness
what
a
superb
companion
chance to shine as she was
more than screams and carrot juice.
she could be, and the Doctor too,
separated from the Doctor for
| Jessica Chaleff
nearly the entire story, but made it for that matter.

“While that mission showed
how headstrong and
intelligent, she could be, we got
to see her emotional side…”
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In 1962 Raymond Cusick was given the

kids all over Britain were swept up with
Dalekmania and any plans to scrap the
job of designing a prop for the new
Daleks were binned. In fact, the BBC
children’s TV programme called Doctor
allowed two further Daleks to be
Who. The brief description given in the
script describes them as “hideous machine constructed for The Dalek Invasion of
Earth.
-like creatures, they are legless, moving
on a round base. They have no human
features. A lens on a flexible shaft acts as So what does this mean for us, the Dalek
builder. Fortunately, the design of the
an eye. Arms with mechanical grips for
neck section only went through minor
hands.”
changes for most of the classic era.
Although the finished prop was to have no Indeed, the only real difference in the
classic design tends to revolve around the
discernible human features, the operator
concealed inside was very human and as uprights and in the case of the imperial
Daleks the sort of meshing.
such would need a way of seeing out.

attached to flat section struts.
The Imperial Dalek used rounded off
square dowel for the uprights and replaced
the mesh with one-way mirrored sheeting
which was all the rage back in the days
for sticking onto car windows.

The 2005 revamp involved more changes
than the classic era. The mesh was
replaced with rubber matting used in
swimming pools. The uprights were now
flat and neck blocks added further detail.
Okay, so let’s start with the neck rings
themselves. The methods of construction
apply to all the designs of Daleks. The
different angles and thickness can be
found in the free plans provided by the
wonderful web site “Project Dalek
Forum”.
The original Dalek rings used trefoil
dowel rods for the spacing uprights. Okay,
I know I’m knocking on a bit, but I have
no idea why trefoil dowel was ever made
in the first place. I asked my Dad who is
somewhat older than me, but I can’t really
use his reply here. Needless to say, you
can no longer buy trefoil dowel.

The neck ring section was designed with
this in mind. Three rings supported by
vertical struts with mesh between gave the Over time the dowel uprights were
operator within a limited view. Five of the damaged and when they were refurbished
eight sections where completely blanked they were replaced with round dowel
off to prevent light passage from the
studio lights leaving only the front three
sections clear. To further aid concealment
of the operator, dark balaclavas were
worn to hide skin colour showing through.
At the time of construction, Doctor Who’s
future was very much in doubt, thus the
four Daleks built were expected to be
used for a short period and then normally
would have been scrapped.
After The Dead Planet was aired school
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There are two main methods normally
used in the making of these parts. Of
these, using a router is the most popular.
However, not everyone has a router to
hand, so as an alternative, other builders
have made use of a jigsaw.
Now those of you who read my previous
article on the shoulders will know I’m no
fan of MDF or fibreboard as it’s known in

rotates to produce the cut. Also, the cutting
bits on the router are changed to produce
different profiles. This means that the 45°
angles are easily produced by a suitable
cutter. The 45° cutters also generally have
a 10mm guide bearing on the bottom of
them, helping to produce a nice even cut.
If the initial straight cut is made using a
10mm straight cutter, the angle profile can
then be cut onto the ring without altering
the centre setting.

other places.
However, having learnt the hard way about
removing visible wood grain from finished
parts. I would recommend using it for the
rings if you are using a router.
That said, if you are going to be using a jig
saw MDF does tend to leave a very ragged
edge. So maybe plywood would give
better results with this method.
Prior to cutting the three rings the different
inner and outer diameters are marked out.
The three rings are supported by eight
uprights. So that the cut outs on each ring
line up after cutting, each of the rings need
to have the eight sections marked out.
There are of course various ways of
cutting the rings out, more so with the
jigsaw. But for the sake of this article I’ll
concentrate on the two most widely used
by other Dalek builders.

angle, and the outer rings are then refitted
to the table and the chamfers are cut onto
them.

The inner rings need the blade through the
work piece and lined up to the inner
diameter. To enable this, a hole is drilled
large enough for the blade on one of the
First off, let’s consider using a jig saw to
cut the rings out. Other than doing this free areas marked for cutting out or where the
hand, which has been done, the most usual trefoil rods will end up.
method is to mount the jig saw underneath
a purpose-built table.
The work piece is then slowly rotated to
cut out the inner ring diameter. Bear in
mind that the centre pin you’re using as a
guide will be cut off as the cut gets to the
end, so be very careful as you get to there.
Unfortunately, the surface left by the jig
saw will need sanding to finish it off. This
can be done once the rings are completely
cut out. Or to get a more even finish you
could sand the outer profile before cutting
out the inner diameter.
Sanding the outer profile with a jig saw
that enables you to use the centre peg
allows you to produce smooth uniform
rings.

The six different centres for each of the
diameters are measured out on the table.
Pin positions are then predrilled to enable
each of the positions to be cut. To get the
best finish on the outer rings, having a
movable section on the table will enable
the work to be fed into the blade. So,
making a movable section is advisable, but
not totally necessary.
The three outer ring diameters are cut in
two passes by slowly rotating the work
piece though the blade. First the diameters
are cut with the blade set at 90°.

So, the other widely used method is by
using a router to cut the rings out. I would
recommend this method, if you can afford
to buy one.

The jig saw blade is then set to the desired

Unlike when using a jig saw, the work
piece is usually held still while the router

When using a router, the direction of travel
needs to be so that the work piece resists
the travel of the cutter. Therefore, if the
cutter spins clockwise as seen from above,
as most do, then the router will need to
travel anti-clockwise. If you try to cut in
the same direction of the cutter, it will
attempt to pull itself forward and skip.
Before any cutting takes place a word of
warning: routers can kick out a lot of dust.
I would highly recommend wearing a face
mask while you’re doing any cutting,
especially if you’re using MDF fibre
board. WARNING: Breathing in MDF
particles is not healthy and should be
avoided.
There are a couple of ways of setting the
distances for the cutters. Whichever
method you use when working out the
various centres, you’ll need to remember
to add half the cutter’s diameter to the
outer distance and subtract the same
amount from the inner diameters.
The cutting distance on the router can be
set using the fittings that come with it. By
using the side guide for the pivot point the
required diameter is set by sliding the
cutter along the rods.

Or a simple mounting jig can be made with
the required diameters predrilled into it.
In both cases a centre pivot is used to
rotate the cutter.
As before the outer ring diameter is cut
first using a 10mm straight edge cutter.
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inside the lip of the dome.

The best way to cut each of the diameters
is by using multiple cuts and slowly work
the cutter down a bit at a time.

For the Imperial and 2005 Daleks life’s a
bit easier. The Imperial Dalek used 12mm
square profile slightly rounded off on the
Once the outer diameter is cut the bit is
changed for the 45° bit fitted to the router. outside; and the 2005 Dalek used simple
If you’re building the 2005 Dalek, you’ll 20x12mm flat uprights. In both cases
you’ll still need eight 240mm lengths.
notice it has a 5mm straight edge on the
outer ring. It just so happens that the guide Before you rush off and cut them uprights
there’s a decision here for you to make.
bearing height is also 5mm. Happy
Each of the Dalek designs calls for an
coincidence I don’t think so, so again
using the bearing as a guide makes life so inner neck bin. A lot of builders have
done away with this to allow more room
much easier. On the classic Dalek the
in the neck for the operator. If you choose
edge is only slightly rounded, so when
cutting the outer ring you’ll need to recess to do this then the uprights will need to be
the cutting table slightly to accommodate longer. I’ll cover this shortly in this
article, so all will become clear.
it. Then use just the upper edge of the
bearing as your extra guide.
The three rings will need the cut outs for
the uprights cutting or, in the case of the
The advantages of using a router are
simply the finish and evenness of cut you classic Dalek, drilling out.
can achieve. The router leaves little to no
additional sanding off to do, but if you’re The spacing between the rings and the
space to the dome are not equal. So, to set
like me you’ll still try to improve the
the gaps the lower ring is first attached to
finish.
the uprights.

Now if you’ve used MDF for rings, after
you’ve finished any sanding on them give
them a coat of varnish. MDF loves
absorbing water and will happily take it
from the atmosphere and swell.
As I mentioned in the beginning, the early
Daleks used trefoil dowel for their
uprights. As this can no longer be
purchased as a ready profile it will need
making. Trefoil dowel is simply three
8mm dowels glued together. You’ll need
eight pieces about 240mm long, the tops
are angled off to allow them to fit just
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Wooden block spacers are then placed
around the ring to support the next ring.
Once the uprights are fixed in place the
blocks are removed and the process
repeated.
Once the all the rings are in place the
piece can be set aside for a while.

The classic design neck bin was simply
covered in an open mesh with a finer
mesh under it. This design only changed
with the appearance of the Imperial
Daleks, where a mirrored one-way sheet
was used. In 2005 when the Dalek design
was revamped again, the mesh was
replaced with floor matting on the outside
with fine mesh beneath it.
Costs are always an issue with Dalek
builders, so when cutting the outer rings
out if you cut carefully the remaining
discs can be used to manufacture the neck
bin. The lower ring is made using the
remaining inner disc that was cut out
when making the lower ring. Again, the
upper ring is made using the disc from
cutting out the upper ring. However,
unlike the lower bin ring the upper ring’s
design will depend on how your planning
to make the dome rotate.

The original design used by the BBC was
to have the operator inside move the dome
manually using a short handle. This
method was used up to the 2005 revamp.
At that time the dome was made radio
controlled and an additional operator was
given independent control of it.
Obviously unless you’re planning to drag
around a mate to control your dome with
you, it’s unlikely you’re going for that
method.

Most builders go for a manually operated
So, what’s the neck bin and why’s it there dome. The top of the neck bin is cut out so
it can be freely rotated. A central spar is
I hear you ask. Simply put, it’s an inner
lining used to support the dome and hide left for the centre pivot.
the operator within.

Whichever method you go for will depend
on how you fix on the mesh.

The two rings are held apart by either four
or eight uprights, which when assembled
will line up with the uprights of the rings.
See how keeping the inner spare discs all
marked up would help you.

Either the fine mesh or the open mesh.
If you’re planning on not using the neck
bin, then fitting the open mesh first to the
uprights will enable you to shape it and
support the finer mesh on it.

You may want to hang onto the remaining
middle ring as well, you’ll find that useful
for the dome.
On the BBC Daleks, five of the eight
sections were blanked off, leaving only
the front three for the operator to see
through. This was solely to prevent the
operator inside being seen through the
mesh, and the very limited viewing range
would be okay in a controlled studio
environment. Most builders, however,
love to show off their Dalek, so having a
limited viewing range around members of
the public is something best avoided
unless you have really good public
Looking at the original Dalek, above, it
liability insurance.
pretty much shows the open mesh painted
black on the outside.
The type of mesh you use on your neck
bin will of course depend on which era
With the Imperial Dalek the operator was
Dalek you are building. Firstly, if your
hidden using a solar reflective one-way
building the classic 1960-1970s Dalek and privacy film mirror, designed to give cars
want to use the exact mesh they used, you a cool look, so the kids tell me anyway.
In this case you’ll need to leave the top
will need a time machine yourself. A lot
solid as a flat surface to drive on. And use of the materials used in the 1960s have
the centre hole as a point to feed the
since disappeared into history, see the
sliprings through.
trefoil dowel rods.

As I said, the 2005 Dalek was able to
rotate 360° because it was radio
controlled. If you want to go down the
powered route then using sliprings, the
dome can be made to rotate 360°.

If you want to get a bit more room in the
neck, then you could forget the neck bin
and fit the mesh directly onto the uprights.
If you choose to go down this route, then
you’ll need to extend the uprights into the
dome area.
The neck bin sits higher in the dome than
the uprights and mesh. By simply
extending the uprights to the neck bin
height, the disc left over from cutting out
the centre ring will then fit onto them.

To produce the same look using modern
materials is easily possible. The classic
neck consisted of an open mesh with a
finer mesh behind.
To get an idea of the type of mesh used, a
suitable source of material is the humble
waste paper bin. This is also a source of
mesh used by many builders.
Here there is some debate as to which
mesh goes on the outside of the neck bin.
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Mirror film comes in various colours, the
Imperial’s colour scheme was gold and
white, so a gold finish film was used.

is now the hardest colour to get hold of;
grey matting is easier to get and then
sprayed black.

cut to size, then the 45° profile is cut onto
it.

The mesh used behind the matting is an
expanded aluminium mesh. Those of you
who use disposable barbecues should be
familiar with this style of mesh.

In the case of the Imperial Dalek the film
was supported by the more open mesh
behind it. Unlike the original classic
design, the privacy film enabled the
operator to have full vision from all
angles.

This is then cut down into individual
blocks. The cut-out for the uprights is then
marked out and removed.

Overlaying this is a finer black mesh,
similar to that used on the classic Dalek.
Due to the thickness of the herring bone
matt, it is normally fitted into the neck in
In later photos of the Imperial props, the
film can be seen to be sagging where the sections. If you try to fit it as one piece the
adhesive used has failed. Fortunately, the matt will be seen to visibly move out of
line with the rings.
rings and uprights provide plenty of
attaching points to prevent this happening. The matt will cut easy with shears, but to
minimise waste I recommended making a
The Imperial design had some nice
cardboard template first.
features, some of which were picked up
on in the 2005 design. One of the things I
And you thought we’d got away from
wish they’d used was the privacy mirror
cardboard templates, didn’t you?
film, but alas not.

For the dome detail a wooden ball is fitted
into the centre of each block. A pilot hole
is drilled for the centre of the dome. The
hole is then bored out using a suitable
carbide Buddha router bit.

During the 2005 redesign of the Dalek,
the neck section was beefed up along with
the main body. Non-slip herring bone
matting used around swimming pools
replaced the outer profile of the neck.
Additionally, a more open expanded mesh
was used behind it. Again, on the BBC
props all but the front three panels where
blocked off to disguise the operator
within.

Herring mat comes in different colours,
the BBC used black, unfortunately black
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On the 2005 Dalek an extra detail was
added to the uprights. Blocks were added
where the rings and uprights meet. These
are simply rectangular blocks fitted round
the uprights with a 45°angle and dome
detail.

If you’re happy to make 24 blocks this
way, no problem, go for it. At the end of
the day it’s your Dalek. However, as an
alternative consider casting them.

Making 24 individual blocks identical will
take a lot of work, so most builders tend
to make one or two then cast the rest.
Manufacturing the basic block is straight
forward. First a length of suitable wood is

Just to recap, RTV rubber is room
temperature setting rubber. It is a simple
method to produce repeat parts accurately.
It comes in two setting speeds, slow and
fast setting. Slow setting will give you a

RTV is self-releasing and won’t require
adding any release agent.

pot life of 60 minutes while the fast will
give you 15-30 minutes. The slow cure
can be demoulded after 16-24 hours and
fully cured in 7 days. The fast will
demould in 2-4 hours and fully cure in 10
hours. For our use the slower setting
speed is best unless you’re proficient in its
use.

slowly allowing it to flow over the parts.
Give the RTV time to set bearing in mind
temperature will slow down the setting
time. Once its fully cured demould the
parts. This should be quite easy as the set
rubber will be flexible.

After you have cast and cleaned them up,
they are fixed in place using resin
adhesive. The backs of the blocks then
can be sanded down to match the angle of
uprights.

As wood tends to float – that’s why you
can build rafts – the parts will float to the
surface unless it’s fastened down.
After the parts have been treated to
prevent anything soaking in, either
varnishing or a coat of G4. Select one or
two of the best ones and stick them down
onto a suitable piece of plastic.
The sides are then boxed in and made
water tight. When you mix the RTV stir
carefully so as not to add air into the mix.
The RTV is then poured into the box at
one corner; ensure you have mixed
enough to fill the box in one go. Continue
pouring the mix in at the same point

You can of course add a colourant to the
resin if you wish or use the resin as it is.
Normal fibre glass resin will shrink
slightly when cured. I measured mine
when I did them and it’s negligible,
however if you wish you can use
polyurethane resin. More expensive but it
will shrink less.

As I’ve said in previous articles, if you
want to get hold of a set of plans with all
the dimensions for the neck bin etc, please
visit “Project Dalek Forum”.

Now it is a simple matter of mixing up
some of that left-over resin from making
the dome and pouring it in to the mould.

Till next time good luck with your build
and now its time for a refreshing
beverage.
Cheers,
Dave Etches
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T he Enemy W ithin
Sir Derek Jacobi
2003-2007
(Big Finish 2017 onwards)

Lords. A special no-prize to anyone
who can name the other.)

Scream of the Shalka is an oddity in
Doctor Who’s history, a false start in
the revival of the series which was
touted as the official continuation but
Sir Derek Jacobi is one of Britain’s
was overwritten by the
most respected and treasured actors. announcement of the new TV series
Known for such television classics as before it was even released. Featuring
I, Claudius (1976) and Cadfael (1994 a ninth incarnation of the Doctor
-98), and roles in hit films including voiced by Richard E. Grant, Shalka
Gladiator (2000), Jacobi is best
dropped viewers into a storyline in
regarded as a great theatre actor. As which the Doctor and the Master
such he has a particular style of
were travelling together after
acting suited to theatre and classical an unspecified catastrophe.
settings, which can be broad, even
Unlike any version of
outright hammy. This is, of course,
the Master we’ve
absolutely perfect for the role of the seen elsewhere, this
Master, a character who has never
incarnation is an
really asked for subtlety.
android, restricted
to the TARDIS
While Jacobi’s most well known
and seemingly
appearance as the villainous Time
part of its
Lord is, of course, in the 2007
environment.
episode Utopia, which reintroduced Unlike most of
the Master to Doctor Who in its
the humanoid
modern iteration. However, his
characters in the
relationship with the role goes back
serial, the Master
to 2003, when Doctor Who was
isn’t modelled on
celebrating its fortieth anniversary.
the actor
While there was nothing like the
providing the voice.
global fanfare of the fiftieth
He doesn’t look
anniversary, there were a number of particularly like
special productions. Jacobi actually
Jacobi, rather like an
appeared in two of them, both as a
archetypal Master,
version of the Doctor in the Big
dressed all in black
Finish Doctor Who Unbound story
with grey-streaked
Deadline, and as a version of the
black hair and a beard, not unlike
Master in the BBCi webcast Scream Roger Delgado.
of the Shalka. (This makes him one
of a very elite group of only two
With this relaunch
actors who have played both Time
aborted, we never
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Four years later, the Master would
return to TV screens in Utopia,
kicking off the climax to the third
series of the revived Doctor Who.
While Jacobi’s time playing the
Master lasted mere minutes, he was
the star of the episode. Blasted to the
end of time, the Doctor encounters
choose to keep the Master around, it’s
clear from the Master’s observations
that he knows the Doctor better than
anyone.
Four years later, the Master would
return to TV screens in Utopia,
The Master as appearing in The Scream of Shalka
kicking off the climax to the third
remarkable for a robot, although he
find out quite what led to the Master
series of the revived Doctor Who.
While Jacobi’s time playing the
knows better than to use it when the
being in this predicament. The
Master lasted mere minutes, he was
Doctor’s around. As strange as it
inference would seem to be that his
the star of the episode. Blasted to the
might seem that the Doctor would
consciousness is now housed in this
choose to keep the Master around, it’s end of time, the Doctor encounters
mechanical body, developed by the
clear from the Master’s observations one Professor Yana, an
Doctor, presumably having been
underappreciated genius working to
that he knows the Doctor better than
released from within the Eye of
build a rocketship to take the last
Harmony where he was left at the end anyone.
of the TV movie. Details on the
backstory since released by author
The Master with his assistant in Utopia
Paul Cornell suggests a different setup, with Gallifrey destroyed and the
Time Lords continuing to exist within
the Matrix, with the Master granted a
physical form because he aided the
Doctor. In either case, the Master’s
existence here is not a pleasant one,
unable to act with free will. The
Doctor even has a remote-controlled
off switch for his one-time enemy.
He’s not so much a companion as a
prisoner. While Scream of the Shalka
is generally considered apocryphal or
as part of a parallel timeline, it’s
feasible it takes place in the series’
future. Perhaps this is an example of
the Master being “kept” by the
Doctor, as intimated in Last of the
Time Lords.
In spite of his reduced circumstances,
the android version is very
recognisable as the Master. He
remains urbane and witty, and above
all duplicitous, always ready to side
with whichever alien threat has
temporarily bested the Doctor. It’s
clear that while he is allied to the
Doctor, he still considers his own well
-being above all else. He also retains
his hypnotic abilities, which is pretty
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universe, is one that can only exist if
neither the Daleks nor the Time Lords
win the War. The Master has taken up
residence in a timeline that can only
exist if neither side is able to come
after him.) Much of Yana’s history
remains unknown. He describes being
“a naked child found on the coast of
the Silver Devastation,” but how
much is implanted memories and how
much is real is uncertain. Writer
Russell T. Davies has stated that he
absolutely believes that the Master
turned himself into a baby and waited
to be found, something that would
have left him tremendously
vulnerable. From the episode itself, all
The Doctor is immediately in awe of we can say for certain is that Yana has
the man, not surprisingly considering existed for at least seventeen years, as
that is how long Chantho had been
how similar they are. Yana dresses
like a Victorian gentleman, in an outfit working with him.
that was deliberately modelled on the
sort of clothes the First Doctor wore. This incarnation’s pre-Yana existence

remnants of humanity to the mythical
world of Utopia. Yana is seemingly a
harmless old man, just an elderly, if
brilliant, human being. He’s an
enthusiastic, creative and
fundamentally good man, a little
absent-minded; the sort of man most
people would feel safe with. Within,
however, Yana is plagued by the
constant drumming that has, we
subsequently learn, rattled round his
head since his childhood. (Given that
this is the first we ever hear of it,
forcing his mind into a human brain
might have made his affliction even
worse.)

Jacobi’s performance in this
moment is spectacular. After a
whole episode playing a sweet but
troubled old man, in an instant he
transforms, turning round with a
look of pure malice.
remains mysterious in the episode,
with only little snatches of the past
revealed by his subsequent
incarnations. We hear how he fought
the Dalek Supreme on the “slopes of
the Never Vault” (from Missy), fled
the Time War in terror after the
Daleks took the Cruciform (from the
In the climactic events of the episode, Saxon Master). We learn that the
we discover that Yana is nothing more Time Lords resurrected him to fight in
than a construct, created by the Master the War, something that is vague
as a disguise using a chameleon arch. enough to cover pretty much any
account of his post-TV movie
Transformed into a human, he has
hidden out at the end of the universe, existence. His return to his true self,
however, was explosive. After years
as far away from the Time War as it
barely registering the Gallifreyan
was possible to go. (Indeed, in their
excellent About Time book series, Tat watch that held his true personality,
the presence of the Doctor and his
Wood and Dorothy Ail make a
convincing argument that this future, companions causes him to finally
open it. The Master’s biodata is
one of several possible fates of the

He has his own companion, his
devoted assistant Chantho. He even
calls himself “Professor” as an
affectation. It certainly seems that the
Master has modelled his new
personality on the Doctor that he used
to know.
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released and Yana ceases to exist.
Jacobi’s performance in this moment
is spectacular. After a whole episode
playing a sweet but troubled old man,
in an instant he transforms, turning
round with a look of pure malice. The
Master is back, and he is not happy.
Any trace of any goodness in the man
is gone now, and the Master is filled
with a truly insane anger at being held
captive in his own trap for so long. He
viciously attacks Chantho (with a
delicious “Now I can say I was
provoked!” when she tries to stop him
letting in the dangerous Futurekind),
and prepares to abandon the Doctor to
his fate. However, Chantho manages
to get in one lucky shot with her
handy raygun, shooting him point
blank and fatally injuring him.
(“Killed by... a girl. How
inappropriate,” he sneers, hinting at
the misogyny his next self will display
without shame.)
Fortunately for the Master, his
resurrection included a full set of
regenerations (although later material
would suggest at least one
regeneration prior to this, two if you
include the comics). With a gloriously
hammy pronouncement that he is
“The Master – reborn!” the Master
regenerates into a new incarnation
specifically designed to take on the
Tenth Doctor. Sadly, though, Jacobi’s
time as the Master is cut short, serving
only to introduce John Simm.
Nonetheless, in those few moments he
was truly the Master.
However, while Utopia might be
when the Master came back from “out
of the shadows,” Jacobi’s version of
the character didn’t truly come into
his own until last year. Big Finish,
revelling in their new freedom to play
in the revived series’ backstory,
secured Jacobi once again to star in a
new boxed set. The War Master: Only
the Good explores the Master’s
actions in the Time War. Having
Jacobi back as the Master was too
good to waste on just one release, of
course; Only the Good was swiftly
followed up with guest roles in the
UNIT and Gallifrey series (in Master

of Worlds and The Devil You Know,
respectively). Two further War Master
boxed sets are set to follow, and the
fifth boxed set of The Diary of River
Song will see him join multiple
incarnations of the Master, but those
are stories for another day.
Only the Good allows more
exploration of the Master’s actions
and character than Utopia ever
afforded him. Throughout the
adventures, we see that,
as self-serving and
manipulative as he is, this
iteration of the Master
does have it in him to be
a good man. In Beneath
the Viscoid, the Master
appears to be working
with the Daleks, but also
poses as the Doctor in
order to gain the trust of
the people of a tactically
important planet. In the
end, of course, he betrays
both the Daleks and the
people whose trust he has
gained. It’s not until the
following story, however,
that we truly explore his
character, as once again
he takes on the mantle of
a good man as part of his
game plan. The Good
Master sees him working
on the hospital world of
Arcking, once again
under his old alias of
Keller, actively saving
lives. While he has an
ulterior motive, he
honestly seems to revel in
his role as a great, lifesaving surgeon.

happy to hide out there tending his
vineyard, happily pottering along in a
way that’s not far removed from his
later Yana persona. Still, this
apparently good Master subtly
manipulates Cole into helping the
locals, in a way that backfires
horrifically and has a ripple effect on
history.
In the final story, The Heavenly
Paradigm, the Master finalises his

primary goal has, for many centuries,
been survival. As he points out to an
incredulous fellow Time Lord, a
universe torn apart by temporal
warfare doesn’t benefit him in the
slightest, and while he’s self-serving,
there’s no reason his welfare can’t
benefit others as well. Still, he’ll
betray those closest to him if he deems
it necessary. By destroying Cole he
releases enough temporal power to
rewrite history on a universal scale.
Unfortunately, as it so
often was, the Master’s
ambition outstrips his
foresight, and the effect
on the timeline is
catastrophic and
unpredictable. With the
Time War now in a worse
state than ever, the Master
cuts his losses and flees
(and yes, we finally find
out just how long he lives
as Yana).

Jacobi’s performance
throughout Only the Good
is wonderful. He creates a
version of the Master
who’s a pleasure to be
around – when he isn’t a
nightmare. His rich,
avuncular performance
hints at both goodness and
menace, both just under
the surface of the persona
he presents. Jacobi’s
performance as both the
Master and Yana are early
hints that the Master does
have goodness within
him, if he could only
allow himself to be that
man. Sadly, it’s a
goodness that is seemingly destroyed
plans, appropriating Time Lord
It’s on Arcking that he takes on his
technology that can rewrite timelines. by his being locked away within
Yana’s subconscious. Jacobi’s Master
own companion, a young man named The Paradigm is a weapon that can
Cole, who accompanies him through alter reality but has proven impossible may have had only a fleeting time
onscreen, but thankfully we’ve been
the rest of his adventures. Cole was
to power – until the Master rescued
given the opportunity to enjoy more of
destined to die, and by saving him, the Cole, piling paradox upon paradox.
Master has created a perversion in
For all his manipulations, the Master this most remarkable Master. Perhaps
a version of the character who the
history. Nonetheless, he continues to seems to have genuine affection for
Doctor will one day choose to
hide behind Time Lord rules (for
Cole, and it’s easy to imagine him,
resurrect himself, in a strange
once), refusing to interfere when he
under better circumstances, happily
mechanical form…
and Cole arrive on another planet
adventuring with him. He could
under threat from fallout from the
almost be the Doctor, if he truly
| Daniel Tessier
War. The Master seems perfectly
wanted to be. However, the Master’s
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If there is any concept truly unique to
the show Doctor Who, it has to be
regeneration. By now, the term is
synonymous with the show, but this
wasn’t always the case. Place yourself
in the year 1966. You’re in your
living room, crowded around the
television to watch another episode of
your new favorite science-fiction
program, when suddenly, the Doctor,
the character you’ve come to love…
is dying. That’s it, you’re thinking,
the show is over, the show is done!
But, the character transforms into
another man – or woman. Think of the
shock that went through the viewers’
minds that day. What is this? What
just happened? This, my friends, is
when regeneration became the factor
in the show’s longevity. If anything
should happen to the current actor,
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another can take their place, and the
Doctor can live on. Whereas the
concept of regeneration was created
merely to replace the ill William
Hartnell so that the show could
continue, it has since become a
concept that defines how alien,
unique, and fantastical the character
of the Doctor truly is.
Before the show, there was a good
chance you wouldn’t have known
what the term regeneration was,
unless you knew about the
regenerative properties of some
lizards, but that’s another article for a
completely different magazine. Of
course, this is referring to the year
1966 when regeneration first came
into play for everyone’s favorite
renegade Time Lord. Before this year,

it wasn’t even a fully realized
concept, let alone a concept discussed
on the series in terms of Time Lords –
lizards, maybe. If a concept on Doctor
Who were to be under the title of ‘out
of the shadows,’ it would be
regeneration, as it was something that
totally shocked and blind-sighted the
audience as it was never done before,
and never eluded to before The Tenth
Planet. However, with this new
concept on the show comes with its
own set of concepts that sprang from
it, like regeneration sickness, and the
ability to change age in appearance, as
well as gender.
A concept that would come later on in
the program, related to regeneration,
is ‘regeneration sickness.’ This is
when the Doctor, or any other Time

Lord, becomes affected in some
manner
immediately
after
regenerating. This could last for a
short while, or for about an entire
story, as displayed by various Doctor
incarnations (the more ‘modern’ the
Doctor, the more sickness they appear
to suffer from, with little exception).
There were times early in the program
where the Doctor would act a little off
after regenerating, but this would only
be a momentary lapse in memory
before carrying on. For example, the
Second
Doctor
was
almost
immediately himself after some little
time getting accustomed to his new
self, and getting over his first ever
regeneration. The Third Doctor
passed out after regenerating due to
his regeneration being forced upon
him, but he had all his memories and
was quite unaffected, it just took some
time for him to be recognized. As for
the Fourth Doctor, well, he was
cuckoo, but that was just him. When
the Fifth Doctor regenerated onto our
screens, we the audience observed the
first legitimate bout of regeneration
sickness, where the memory is greatly
affected and it takes longer for the
Doctor to become truly his new
persona. We see him flashing through
his prior personas when conversing
with his new companions, calling
them by the wrong names, and
showing mannerisms of his earlier
selves (such as grabbing his lapels to
mirror his first self). He needed
complete isolation for his mind to
mend, and is laid up in a ‘zero room’
casket for quite some time. When he
is out of it, we see he has very little
recollection and is unsure of anything.
Remember him trying to count and
the little girl making his brain hurt
from counting to five? Yeah. A Time
Lord stumped by counting to five
surely reflects how much his mind
was affected by his most recent
regeneration.
The second time we observed a
dramatic example of regeneration
sickness is with the very next Doctor,
portrayed by Colin Baker. Here we
see the more violent and negative side
that comes with regeneration sickness.
He is so disillusioned to what is

happening around him, that he forgets
who his current companion is, and
goes on to throttle her – momentarily.
However, his sickness has some after
effects that last beyond his first
adventure. In an episode or two later,
Peri mentions how the Doctor has
been referring to her as former
companions. One Doctor – McCoy’s
Seventh Doctor – could have been the
first to not suffer from regeneration
sickness, but we will never know if
this is the case, seeing as in Time and
the Rani, the titular villain made sure
the Doctor awoke with postregeneration amnesia. If she hadn’t
manipulated his regeneration after
effects, he could have been the first
Doctor to not have regeneration
sickness since the Second Doctor.

accent has changed subtly and
dramatically, from a slight change in
the English / regional accent, to
becoming a full-on Scottish accent,
and somewhat everywhere inbetween
– I’m sure we haven’t yet explored all
the possible regional accents in the
Doctor.
Changes
to
the
concept
of
regeneration include a Time Lord can
change gender, as well as visit old
regenerations. It was hinted in the
episode The Doctor’s Wife with the
Eleventh Doctor, as he referred to an
old friend ‘The Cosair’ who always
got a tattoo whenever he regenerated,
and mentioned he became a woman at
one point. The process was actually
shown on our screens during the
Twelfth Doctor’s run, when a
Gallifreyan general regenerated from
a man into a woman. The most
famous one would have to be the
Master becoming Missy – and having
a good ol’ snogging session with the
Doctor before revealing who she was.
Now, the Doctor has regenerated into
a woman as well, realizing this new
concept.

Nearly all Doctors from the Eighth
onward have experienced some form
of regeneration sickness that would
take almost an entire story to get over.
The only two ‘modern’ Doctors to not
be seen with regeneration sickness is
the War Doctor and the Ninth Doctor.
However, with novels, comics, and
audios being so prevalent, we may get
a chance to hear or witness how this
As for visiting “old faces,” this was a
pair react to regeneration sickness.
way to explain the Curator in The Day
In addition to a bout of post- of the Doctor, seeing as Tom Baker
regeneration discombobulation, the was the Fourth Doctor as well. This
Doctor – and other Time Lords – can opens up an interesting possibility of a
alter their appearance. The first returning actor in the future.
change to be explored is how they
look age wise on the outside. The From age to height to gender, to even
Doctor has fluctuated from an older a tick of sickness from the process,
male to a younger male, and back and regeneration certainly goes hand-inforth inbetween for the course of the hand with Doctor Who, and the show
show. The oldest on screen being the would have ended with William
First Doctor, as portrayed by William Hartnell without it. A booming
Hartnell, and the youngest being the surprise to avid fans back in 1966,
Eleventh Doctor, portrayed by Matt regeneration is one concept that, if not
Smith. The second change is more for it coming ‘out of the shadows, we
have
our
favorite,
about the Doctor’s height as he has wouldn’t
been tall (over six feet – Jon Pertwee, fantastical, and completely alien,
Tom Baker, David Tennant, etc.) and Doctor. And hey, who knows what the
on the shorter side (roughly five foot future of regeneration will bring us?
seven inches – Sylvester McCoy).
| Jessica Chaleff
This seems to be a more obvious
change, seeing as all the actors who
portray the Doctor aren’t going to be
the same height or age, or have the
same accent, which is where the third
change comes into play. The Doctor’s
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Invaders From Mars
MISS BEE “You’re forgetting
something.”
THE DOCTOR “Am I?”
MISS BEE “The door. Were you a
housebreaker before you became a
detective?”
THE DOCTOR “No, but I’ve been
intimately involved with more cell doors
than you’ve had…”
MISS BEE “Bad men?”
THE DOCTOR “I was going to say hot
dinners.”
MISS BEE “I’ve had a few.”
THE DOCTOR “And yet you stay so slim.
What’s you’re secret?”
MISS BEE “Clean living. What’s yours?”
THE DOCTOR “Every now and then I
treat myself to a complete makeover.”
SYNOPSIS
Hallowe'en 1938. A year after a
mysterious meteorite lit up the skies of
New York state, Martian invaders laid
waste to the nation. At least, according to
soon-to-be infamous Orson Welles they
did. But what if some of the panicked
listeners to the legendary War of the
Worlds broadcast weren't just imagining
things?
Attempting to deliver Charley to her
rendezvous in Singapore 1930, the Doctor
overshoots a little, arriving in Manhattan
just in time to find a dead private
detective. Indulging his gumshoe
fantasies, the Doctor is soon embroiled in
the hunt for a missing Russian scientist
whilst Charley finds herself at the mercy
of a very dubious Fifth Columnist.

Cast and Crew
The Doctor – Paul McGann
Charley Pollard – India Fisher
Mouse / Winkler / Luigi / Heavy – Ian
Hallard
Ellis – Mark Benton
John Houseman / Thug / Streath –
Jonathan Rigby
Orson Welles / Professor Stepashin /
With some genuinely out of this world
'merchandise' at stake, the TARDIS crew Halliday – David Benson
Bix Biro / Noriam / Man – Paul Putner
are forced into an alliance with a sultry
Don Chaney / Actor – Simon Pegg
dame called Glory Bee, Orson Welles
Glory Bee / Carla / Women – Jessica
himself and a mobster with half a nose
known as 'The Phantom'. And slowly but Stevenson
surely, something is drawing plans against Cosmo Devine / Hotel Clerk – John
them. Just not very good ones...
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Arthur
Reception Guest – Katy Manning
Radio Announcer – Mark Gatiss
Thug / Toastmaster – Alistair Lock
Writer – Mark Gatiss
Director – Mark Gatiss
Producers – Gary Russell and Jason
Haigh-Ellery
Executive Producer – Jaqueline Rayner
Recording, Music, Sound Design, PostProduction and CD Mastering – Alistair
Lock
Editing – William Johnston
Poster Artwork – Mark Gatiss

Cover Art Designer – Clayton Hickman

Doctor Who Magazine.

PRODUCTION DETAILS
For the 28th release from Big Finish and
to open Paul McGann’s second season of
audio adventures Big Finish turned to
Mark Gatiss to write and direct Invaders
From Mars. The script can be seen as a
forerunner to the ‘celebrity historical’ that
Gatiss would help to create for Russell T
Davis’ revamp of the TV show. The story
is also notable for featuring several actors
who would later feature in the updated
TV series; Simon Pegg, Jessica Hynes
(née Stevenson), Ian Hallard, David
Benson and Mark Benton.

The story was released in January 2002

TRIVIA
In real life The Mercury Theatre on the
Air performed The War of the Worlds on
Sunday 30 October 1938 over the CBS
radio network. The episode has become
the stuff of legend due to allegedly
causing mass panic. The show did feature
a prologue narrated by Welles which was
based on the opening paragraphs of the
original novel and recreated for the Big
Finish drama. The programme itself was
presented as a typical evening radio
schedule interrupted by a series of news
Originally conceived and written in 2000 bulletins. The realism of the production
under the working title War of the Worlds was helped considerably by the fact that
the programme was a ‘sustaining show’
Gatiss had hit upon the idea of what if
there had been a real alien invasion during which did not have commercial breaks.
Orson Welles’ now legendary War of the The next day the newspapers carried
headlines declaring the panic which had
Worlds radio broadcast. The story was
broken out during the radio show, though
originally scheduled as the second story
of the season and was to have had a much they were probably exaggerating the
more serious and darker tone. Gatiss cited scale.
the story To Kill A Mockingbird as an
Don Chaney is a play on the name of the
influence on the atmosphere of his
actor Lon Chaney famous for his roles in
original story.
horror films.
Gatiss had previously wanted to direct his
debut Big Finish script, Phantasmagoria, The dialogue references the Keystone
Cops. These were comedic policemen
and so he pitched the idea of also
directing Invaders From Mars which was who featured in slapstick silent film
comedies produced by Mack Sennett
met with agreement by Gary Russell.
between 1912 and 1917. Further dialogue
references The Shadow. This was a
The completed script had a larger than
popular radio series of the period and
average cast requirement than other Big
Orson Welles had supplied the voice of
Finish stories and Gatiss was ambitious
the eponymous hero between 1937 and
with his casting, pursuing both Charles
1938.
Dance and Steve Coogan to appear.
However, he had wrote with both Simon
One of the lines spoken by Houseman –
Pegg and Jessica Stevenson in mind and
“George, what are you doing with those
was delighted when they accepted roles.
For other roles Gatiss tried to get Freddie keys?” – is a reference to actor George
Colouris who appeared in the Mercury
Jones, Hugh Laurie and Mark Williams
Theatre transmission as well as the film
but found negotiating with their agents
Citizen Kane. Colouris would appear as
difficult. In the end he recalled working
with Mark Benton and John Arthur on an Arbitan in the William Hartnell story The
Keys of Marinus.
episode of the ITV sitcom Barbara and
they gladly accepted the offer to work
When the Doctor quotes 'Hamlet' to
alongside their old colleague.
Welles, and he does not recognise it, this
The story was recorded over two days, 16 was an indication to the season story arc
of time breaking down. Other deliberate
and 17 January 2001, at Christchurch
mistakes in the production include
Studios, Bristol. During the recording
references to the 49th state of the USA
India Fisher cameos as an American
woman, but these lines were later cut as it and the existence of the CIA, neither of
which were around in 1938.
obviously sounded like India Fisher.
These lines were later recorded with Katy Episode 1 was also included on a free CD,
which included the original short audio
Manning during the studio days for the
adventure The Ratings War, offered with
play Excelis Dawns in November 2001.
Doctor Who Magazine Issue 313.
This earlier edit with Fisher playing the
This story was broadcast on digital radio
role was included on a free CD with

station BBC 7 in four weekly parts,
starting on 29 October 2005. It was
broadcast again on BBC 7 beginning on
17 November 2006.
CAST BIOGRAPHIES
Ian Hallard
Born on 9
November 1975 in
Birmingham Ian
Christopher
Hallard attended
the University of
Sheffield before
enrolling at the
Mountview
Academy of
Theatre Arts. He
graduated in 1998
and began to establish himself as a stage
actor with roles including Lysander in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Jack
Worthing in The Importance of Being
Earnest and Judah in Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat.
Television work includes a small
recurring role as a barman in Where The
Heart Is and several productions written
by Mark Gatiss: The Worst Journey in the
World, Crooked House, The First Men in
the Moon and the Sherlock episode The
Reichenbach Fall. He has also featured in
Gatiss’ Doctor Who productions Robot of
Sherwood (as Alan-a-Dale) and An
Adventure in Space and Time (as the
director Richard Martin). In 2013,
alongside Gatiss, he co-wrote the Agatha
Christie episode The Big Four and served
as script associate on two Poirot episodes;
Cat Among the Pigeons and Halloween
Party. You’re wondering why he has been
such a close collaborator with Gatiss?
Well, the couple are married.
Mark
Benton
Benton is one
of several
cast members
that would
later make
appearances
in the
relaunched
TV series.
Born 16
November
1965 in Guisborough, North Yorkshire
Benton studied drama at Stockton
Billingham Technical College followed
by a period of amateur productions with
Middlesbrough Youth Theatre before
enrolling at RADA.
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Train. He cocreated, cowrote and
acted in
Spaced for
Channel 4
which
acquired a
cult following
and enabled
Pegg to
become a sought-after comedy character
His first contact with television came in
1975 when, at the age of 13, he submitted in such material as Brass Eye, Look
a story called The Rag and Bone Man to a Around You and Black Books. However, it
contest on the BBC series Jackanory. The was the runaway success of the British
story won and was performed by Kenneth comedy horror film Shaun of the Dead
which elevated Pegg’s career to the next
Williams on the show. As an actor
Jonathan Rigby
level and which led to him guest starring
Benson appeared as Noel Coward in
Born in 1963,
several episodes of the time travel sitcom as the Editor in the Doctor Who episode
Jonathan Rigby is Goodnight Sweetheart and also popped up The Long Game as well as narrating the
perhaps best
season’s run of Doctor Who Confidential.
in the Doctor Who episode Robot of
known as a horror Sherwood playing Herald. For the science 2009 saw him cast as Montgomery Scott
film historian with -fiction blockbuster film Blade Runner
in the film Star Trek and its subsequent
several respected
sequels. Pegg can also be seen as the
2049 he had a small role as a Liberace
books on the topic look-a-like. Benson is blessed with a
character Benji Dunn in the Tom Cruise
to his credit Mission Impossible film series. Pegg also
talent for mimicry and has imitated the
English Gothic: A vocals of Kenneth Williams and Noel
played the 2000AD character Johnny
Century of Horror Coward amongst others. His appearance
Alpha in the Big Finish range of
Cinema (2000),
Strontium Dog audios.
as Orson Welles in Invaders From Mars
Christopher Lee:
demonstrated another aspect of Benson’s
Jessica Stevenson
The Authorised Screen History (2001),
talent for impressions.
Tallulah Jessica
American Gothic: Sixty Years of Horror
Paul Putner
Stevenson was
Cinema (2007) and Studies in Terror:
born on 20
Putner is a LAMDA
Landmarks of Horror Cinema (2011). He
October 1972 in
graduate who
was also series consultant on the BBC
Lewisham. She
established himself on
documentaries A History of Horror with
was known
stage in his early
Mark Gatiss (2010) and its sequel Horror
professionally as
professional life
Europa (2012).
Stevenson until
before branching out
2007, but
into stand-up comedy
His parallel career as an actor has strong
following her
in the 1990s and
connections to Doctor Who with
marriage to
2000s. At the same
appearances in the BBV productions The
Adam Hynes
time he became
Zero Imperative, PROBE The Devil of
she now works under the name Jessica
ubiquitous in
Winterborne and Unnatural Selection as
Hynes. As a teenager she was a member
television comedy
Mr Cummings. He also appeared in the
of the National Youth Theatre. She first
appearing in everything from The Glam
early Big Finish Doctor Who audio
met Simon Pegg and director Edgar
Metal Detectives, Lennie Henry and
adventure Phantasmagoria, also written
Wright working on the forgotten sitcom
by Mark Gatiss. Perhaps his most famous Alexei Sayle to Look Around You and
Asylum and together they would create the
Spaced. He is perhaps mostly known for
role to date is playing Kenneth Horne in
his role as Mr Skinner in two episodes of cult sitcom Spaced. In 2007 she played
the West End stage show and BBC Four
Downtown Abbey. In 1999 he appeared in Joan Redfern in the Doctor Who episodes
film Round the Horne... Revisited.
the Doctor Who spoof sketch The Web of Human Nature and Family of Blood as
David Benson
well later appearing as Redfern’s great
Caves. In 2005 he was a regular in the
granddaughter Verity Newman in The
Born as David
Radio 4 science-fiction comedy series
Hodgson in Oxford Nebulous, written by Mark Gatiss.
End of Time. Hynes continues to be a
popular comedy character actor in both
on 11 January,
Simon Pegg
TV and film with more recent
1962 he changed
Born as Simon John Beckingham on 14
his surname to
appearances including W1A, Bridget
February 1970 in Brockworth,
Benson when he
Jones’s Baby and Paddington 2.
Gloucestershire Pegg took his father’s
became a
professional actor. surname after his parents divorced. After John Arthur
studying at Stratford-Upon-Avon College Arthur trained at the Birmingham School
Benson studied
Drama and Theatre and the University of Bristol, Pegg found of Speech Training and Dramatic Art
at the University of fame as a member of the sketch show Big between 1967 and 1970. After
He made his screen debut with the
recurring role of Charlie Hardiman in
Boon (1991 -1992). During the rest of the
decade Benton could be seen in a plethora
of guest and character roles in various
popular dramas showing an ability to play
both comedy and serious drama. In recent
years he has tended to take character roles
in drama serials such as The Second
Coming (2003), Murphy’s Law (2004),
Northern Lights (2006) and Waterloo
Road as Daniel Chalk. In 2005 he played
the role of Clive in the Doctor Who
episode Rose. He also featured in the Big
Finish Tom Baker audio adventure
Energy of the Daleks.
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London. He first came to public attention
when his semi-improvised play One
Moment won a Fringe First award at the
Edinburgh Festival in 1993. He premiered
his one-man show Think No Evil of Us:
My Life With Kenneth Williams at the
Edinburgh Fringe in 1996 to critical and
audience acclaim. Benson continues to
tour and direct plays whilst balancing
occasional screen roles.

establishing
himself as a
reliable stage
actor he made
his first TV
appearance
playing
Lieutenant
Herman
Krotnik in
We’ll Meet
Again (1982) and would go on to
enjoy small supporting roles in a
variety of television shows with a
speciality being policemen: Detective
Inspector Wilkins in Shelley,
Inspector Green in All Creatures
Great and Small, a police sergeant in
Tripper’s Day and Detective
Inspector Stanton in Black Silk
amongst others. He was a recurring
character, Phil, in the sitcom Barbara.
Most recently he played Bishop Barry
in the soap opera Emmerdale.

Whotopia readers get 10% off
the cover price of Six Decades
of Adventure in Space and
Time!

Review
Alistair Lock provides a spot-on
period score based on the incidental
music of the time heard in Hollywood
films. The sound effects are slick and
accomplished, a prime example being
when the Doctor and Charley escape
from a hotel and onto a busy highway
outside.

Six Decades of Adventure in Space
and Time – A social, cultural and
screen history of Doctor Who is a new
overview of the series by Frank Danes.
It’s no dry, academic tome, but a witty
and engaging gallop through the history
of Doctor Who. It’s a social history
because it tracks the experience of
watching the show from 1963-now (and
the author was there...); a cultural
Though the American accents may be history, because it relates Doctor Who
just under the level of pastiche the
to the changes in ideology and thought
cast are still splendid throughout.
over the last 55 years, and a screen
Despite a lot of doubling up of roles
history because it contains all the
the actors are evidently relishing the
behind the scenes gossip.
work with Rigby’s and Putner’s
shouty incompetent alien invaders a
Frank Danes’ previous book on Doctor Who – Fifty Years in Time and Space – was
particular joy. David Benson is
acclaimed by reviewers. The Southland Times of New Zealand wrote:
superb as Orson Welles and captures
his tone impeccably.
If there was such a thing as a time travellers’ check list, Frank Danes would tick every
box ... He has been watching the show since the beginning and he knows what is good,
The script is fast and bubbles with
what is bad and what is ugly and he’s not afraid to talk about these things. Danes’ book
glittering dialogue throughout with
is...for anyone who wants to understand its history, whether they have been with the show
the only bum note being the rather
since Hartnell or joined it at any point in its half century.
abrupt and odd cliffhanger to episode
one. Everyone involved with this
493 pages, published BWCC RRP £15.95
story simply covers themselves with
glory. It’s an outstanding production To order with a 10% discount, go to www.imforemansjunkyard.co.uk
and anyone wanting to introduce
somebody to the Big Finish
Click the ‘contact us’ button at the bottom of the shop’s page and write on the form that
productions couldn’t find a better
you heard about the book in . They'll invoice you through PayPal for your copy. Or you
starting point.
can buy it straight away, send an email, and your 10% will be refunded.
| Andrew Screen (There is an additional postage cost for non-UK customers).
Again, use the 'contact us' form to send I M Foreman's Junkyard a message, and they'll
send you an invoice.
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In memory of Whotopia’s long-standing
contributor Gary Phillips, this new
column picks up from where ‘Dalek’s
Advocate’ left off, with a serious – and
sometimes not so serious – rethink of
those characters and stories which have
attracted opprobrium. And, as the
column title suggests, even in the
downright awful there are nuggets of
goodness to be found.

wonderfully pointed scene in the fifth
episode, The Web (1978), where Avon
remarks to fellow crew member Gan that
Blake won’t always be making the
decisions. Here we see Avon’s character
transforming from fellow traveller to
rebel leader. Examples in Doctor Who are
no less clear. I could crow on about the
UNIT family coming into its own in
Season Eight, or Colin Baker’s Doctor
getting the sort of meaty script he
deserved in Philip Martin’s Vengeance on
Varos (1985). Then there is Ace’s baseball
bat-bashing Daleks (Remembrance of the
Daleks, 1988) and catapult-killing
Cybermen (Silver Nemesis, 1988). If ever
there were an out-of-the-shadows
moment, then Sophie Aldred’s adolescent
tearaway from Perivale becoming a giant
killer has it in spades.

*****
Last time on ‘The Curate’s Egg’ I had my
choice of topic and decided to shed some
light on the great Peter Haining (Ed: see
#32). This time I’m being awkward. It
stands to reason. I’m the incumbent writer
of this column and I’ll invert it if I want
to. So, I’m switching the theme. I’m
gonna highlight a handful of examples
that arrived in a blaze of glory, or were at
least slated for a longer shelf life, only to
get forgotten almost as soon as they
arrived.
Why am I switching things around? Well,
when I heard about this issues’ theme my
first thought was plain: stepping out of
someone else’s shadow is as old as the
hills. What’s to be said about it? Just
think about Darth Vader’s “the circle is
now complete” line before his second and
final dual with Obi-Wan Kenobi (Star
Wars: A New Hope, 1977), or Sting’s
awesomely fluffy-yet-deep lyrics to The
Police’s 1983 record ‘Wrapped Around
Your Finger’. The young apprentice
becomes the master. Subject closed.
In TV programs the same can be seen in
how actors take control of their
characters, assuming there are
sympathetic scripts to hand. Paul
Darrow’s standout performance as Kerr
Avon in Terry Nation’s cult sci-fi series
Blake’s Seven (1978-1981) is a case in
point. Darrow plays second fiddle to
Gareth Thomas’ titular freedom fighter for
much of the first season, but there’s a
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Enough of all that. Let’s put the highfiving on the back burner and turn the
tables. I want to talk about the odd
character, even a gimmick or two, that
have vanished quicker than a Yeti spotting
a camera. You know what I’m talking
about. They arrive to a cavalcade of song
and dance only to get shunted into the
sidelines before you can say Bob’s your
uncle. To whom, then, am I referring?
Well, considering these instances tend to
be short lived they need a pin-sharp pair
of eyes to find them, but I’ll do my best to
find them.

“...the Whomobile was
given the full glare of
publicity as it made its
debut appearance... and
then it went the way of
multicolored umbrellas
and stovepipe hats.”

First up is the question of the Doctor’s
costume and its occasional lack of
consistency therein. For instance, both the
Second Doctor and Third Doctor sport
headwear in their opening stories (a
stovepipe hat and a trilby hat,
respectively), only to abandon the idea
more or less immediately. Not a bad
choice, mind you, but what was going on
in the first place? Who thought a
stovepipe hat was a good idea? Talk about
conspicuous. Then there’s the Sixth
Doctor and his multicolored umbrella.
Only there’s hardly a story with the bright

and breezy brolly in it, except of course
for the publicity shots where Colin Baker
is twirling the aforesaid canopy. Yes, it
does have a very small cameo as the
Doctor goes fishing (The Two Doctors,
1985), and it finally makes itself useful
during the Doctor’s and Peri’s drizzly
ramblings on Ravalox (The Trial of a
Time Lord, 1986), not to mention a rather
ineffective shield from a barrage of stones
in the same adventure. But then it’s
forgotten all over again.
Until Baker’s regeneration
into McCoy’s Doctor,
where obviously it’s such
a vital continuity prop,
this time as an improvised
club, that it’s an essential
part of the transition. I’ll
let you decide that one.

Only they weren’t. Whether for reasons of
production or simply audience reaction,
these metallic aliens lasted just a single
encounter. The story is a little similar with
the crabby Macra from The Macra Terror
(1967), whose pincer power failed to win
them a return performance (let’s turn a
blind eye to Russell T Davies’ recycling
thirty years later in Gridlock, the least
said of that bizarre encounter the better).
Maybe the same can be said of the

appearance in the final moments of
Victory of the Daleks (2010). I know, they
do appear from time to time, but when
they do, it tends to be with older styles of
Dalek in tow, rather than these oversized
pepper pots getting all the attention.
Looking back at the way this model was
debuted, I imagine someone thought a
grand old start could only consolidate the
success of such an dramatic change.
Instead it was all a bit too much and the
shadows soon beckoned.

My last example is my
personal favourite: the
shape-shifting android,
Kamelion. The premise
was simple enough: create
a really top-notch remotecontrolled humanoid robot
which clearly isn’t an actor
in a suit. Even blockbusters
Perhaps the definitive
like Star Wars had robots
example of a here-todaythat were operated by an
gone-tomorrow prop is the
actor in a suit. Kamelion
mighty Whomobile.
would show Hollywood
Heralded in a special
who’s boss. It would be an
appearance on the longall-new type of companion,
running children’s
program Blue Peter (if
“Moffat’s redesigned Daleks was a corker of a case. showing the world that
Doctor Who could still
you’ve not viewed this
scene look it up online, it’s Fanfared as the new-look Dalek, these Michelin Man punch its weight in the techworld of 1980s
well worth it just to see
-inspired props were quickly put away after their heavy
science fiction. Yet it wasn’t
how cool Jon Pertwee is
catwalk-esque opening appearance...”
to be. Technical difficulties
driving into the studio), the
meant the prop was hard to
Whomobile was given the
full glare of publicity as it made its debut Tractators, Vervoids, and Tetraps, who all manage, and the tragic death of its
builder, Mike Power, who knew its
tried, by degrees, to be the latest
appearance in Season Eleven’s Invasion
nightmare-inducing monster, only to join operating software better than anyone,
of the Dinosaurs (1974). It cropped up
meant that there was no longer an expert
just once more, in the season finale Planet the one-off appearance club, along with
on hand to fix Kamelion’s maladies. The
of the Spiders (1974), and then it went the the Axons, Krynoids, Kroll etc. Yes, I
realize I’m stretching my interpretation of result was a golden opportunity which,
way of multicolored umbrellas and
my chosen theme here, but I think there’s through no one’s fault, came and went in
stovepipe hats. I guess, the production
some mileage in the question of how and a brace of second-rate adventures and a
team was happy to indulge the lead
one-line regeneration scene cameo. I
why some monsters and villains are a
actor’s latest idea, and from what I
shoo-in for another curtain call (e.g. Sil
would have loved to see Kamelion reborn
understand it was commissioned and
was all set for a return outing from the get through some twin version or other,
owned by Jon Pertwee, but saying that
-go), while others are put out to grass the complete with the dolce tones of Gerald
you’d have thought they’d have tried to
Flood. I don’t believe I’m alone in this
moment the studio lights switch off (e.g.
get a few more outings out of it. It was a
the deadly robot cleaners of Paradise
wish. Instead, the shadows closed in and
case of going into the garage as much as
Towers). If it’s for practical or budgetary Kamelion became just another what if.
into the shadows for this particular prop,
reasons, I can’t help wondering why these
I’m afraid.
And there we have it. A handful of cases
monsters were tried in the first place. If
which have reversed the old adage about
it’s down to audience reaction, you’d
The we have the new monsters that have
coming out of the shadows. A few props,
been talked up as the latest big deal. Like think after years of practice the series
makers would have a better idea of what’s a race of robots, a companion of sorts, and
when the Ferengi were introduced as the
gonna work (e.g. the Zygons) and what’s the odd piece of costuming. In some of
new baddies in Star Trek: The Next
these examples you might say that
Generation only for the penny to drop and gonna be a laughing stock (e.g. the
occasionally, just occasionally, going into
Myrka).
for these rogue traders to be reduced to
the shadows is best for all concerned.
the occasional comic turn. In Doctor Who
In more recent years, Moffat’s redesigned Except for your typical 1980s lighting
the outrageously cute Mechanoids from
Daleks was a corker of a case. Fanfared as engineer, of course.
The Chase (1965) are a prime example.
the new-look Dalek, these Michelin ManThese bulbous droids were marketed as
| Richard Michaels
toys much like the Daleks, and could have inspired props were quickly put away
after their catwalk-esque opening
been the series’ new robotic cash cow.
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Black Archives #11
The Evil of the Daleks
by Simon Guerrier

The God Complex had the
brief honour of being the
biggest book in the Black
Archive range, but Evil of the
Daleks takes that record and
shreds it! Given that only one
episode of the story survives
this is even more miraculous.
Running to over 240 pages this
is double the usual pagination,
so with so much missing
material there must be a lot of
padding or waffle?
Well…no!
Perhaps
the
dedication at the front of the
book, to TV historian and
tireless Doctor Who researcher
Andrew Pixley, offers a clue to
the depth of research on show.
This book is a product of
extensive, fresh research and
interviews which gives the
reader a glimpse of what we
are missing. Guerrier has
written the equivalent of an
archaeologist carefully gluing
a smashed Ming vase back
together. A case of exquisite
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television archaeology.

perceived.

Armed with the surviving
episode,
camera
scripts,
telesnaps and an incisive,
almost Sherlockian ability to
fill in a missing bit of
information to
reach a
conclusion,
Guerrier
has
written a landmark book in the
Black Archives range. From
the start he utilises the
remaining
artefacts
with
consummate skill to recreate
the first six minutes of Episode
One. A whole book of this
detective work would probably
quickly become tiresome but
here it helps ground the book
to enable analysing the context
of the story within the ongoing
series and the period it was
broadcast. Next is a look at the
influence of the Victorian era
on 1960s culture and Doctor
Who itself, and this is followed
by a stimulating discussion on
the music within the story.

So much is covered in this
book that space prevents me
from waxing lyrical for too
long. So, to keep it short – this
is simply the most ambitious
entry into the Black Archives
range yet!

The second chapter opens with
an extensive reading of the
Victorian era and how it is
depicted within the adventure
with references to potential
influences such as Alice in
Wonderland and the casting of
guest star Marius Goring. The
contributions
of
David
Whitaker and Terry Nation are
thoroughly digested in chapter
three setting out how they also
shaped the storyline.
Chapter four opens with a
clever call-back to the casting
of Goring as it delves into the
various remnants of the story –
on-set photos, off-air audio
recordings and the novelisation
for example – and how these
have shaped how the story is

Black Archives #12
Pyramids of Mars
by Kate Orman

The Black Archive range
returns to its standard length
for Pyramids of Mars and
thankfully the quality of
analysis remains extremely
high. Novelist Kate Orman
tackles one of the Tom Baker
era’s
big
hitters
with
enthusiasm and an erudite eye.
Orman opens with a debate on
the period date for the story
which also acts as an
introduction to the topics she
will be covering in the book.
Without hesitation she plunges
into the section entitled
Beware of Sutekh which
excavates Egyptian mythology
and how it connects to and

informs the storyline. This
leads into a discussion of
Victorian gothic horror such as
Bram Stoker’s The Jewell of
Seven Stars and the Hammer
horror films which the series
pastiches. This proves to be
fertile ground and forms the
main body of text for the first
half of the book
.
The second half starts by
pondering why Mars and why
a plural use of pyramid. Orman
uncovers a surprising number
of antecedents which combine
the Victorian era with the
planet Mars. Orman then
moves onto the use of psychic
abilities in the story and she
identifies a peak in interest
with spiritualism and a peak in
the Victorians’ interest in all
things Ancient Egypt.
The book is completed with
the
usual
extensive
bibliography which might
prompt a reader to take a
closer look at some of the
topics and themes discussed in
the book in greater detail.
Black Archives #14
The Ultimate Foe
by James Cooray Smith
The fourteenth release in
Obverse Books critical guides
to Doctor Who stories is an
inquest – a post mortem of the
last two episodes of Colin
Baker’s final TV adventure.
Just as Doctor Who was put on
trial, both in real life and
within the parameters of the
TV series itself, The Ultimate
Foe is also put on trial by
James Cooray Smith’s incisive
observations and detective
work.

history of what actually
happened, went wrong and the
consequences these had on the
TV series. There really isn’t a
word wasted in this book
which is superbly researched,
annotated and written.
Black Archives #15
Full Circle
by Jon Toon

There is probably no other
story that suffered so much
difficulty during production.
Script writer Robert Holmes
dying halfway through writing
his episodes was just the start
of the problems that dogged
production. Script editor Eric
Saward attempted to write the
final episode, but having
finally grown tired of his
producer, all the events around
the cancellation and being in a
state of mourning for Holmes,
he resigned. On his way out of
the building he threw a final
spanner in the works by
withdrawing his script for the
final episode. Step forward Pip
and Jane Baker who performed
a very quick turnaround on a
new final episode in order to
meet production deadlines.
The book compares and
contrasts all three versions of
the
script
showing
the
possibilities and differences to
the transmitted episode. It also
guides the reader through all
the
Machiavellian
chess
playing of the BBC that led to
the cancellation and the
eventual relaunch of the show.
Needless to say some senior
BBC figures of the time do not
come out of the events in a
good light, appearing at best
incompetent.
I’m no fan of this period of the
programme, but Cooray Smith,
who worked miracles with his
excavation of The Massacre
for Black Archive book
number two, has managed to
piece together a detailed

Given the emphasis Bidmead
placed on having proper
science in the series, Toon
decides to take him to task with
a full throttle examination of
the science in Full Circle with
a heavy emphasis on the many
theories of evolution and how
these can be applied to the life
cycles seen in the story.

Roughly a third of the
increased pagination is given to
an appendix which gives an indepth look at the changes
between camera script and
transmitted
programme.
Presented as an extended table
these differences are detailed
with meticulous footnotes.
Crikey! Fact heaven!

Further sections evaluate the
origins of, and influences on,
the Marshmen and a section on
Adric which connects the
creation of the character to a
pop record by The Undertones.
Another strong addition to
Obverse’s
increasingly
essential book line.

One of my favourite books in
the range so far.

Black Archives #16
Carnival of Monsters
by Ian Potter

Andrew’s reviews of the ‘Black
Archives’ continues next issue.
BLACK ARCHIVE NOTES
For international readers it is worth
noting that many of the Black
Archive series and other publication
from Obverse Books are also
available via print on demand
service Lulu. Their store page can
be found at www.lulu.com/spotlight/
sadouglas. The store also features
many editions that have sold out on
the Obverse Books online shop.
The schedule for the first half of
2019 currently looks like this…
January will see publication of
Fourth Doctor story The Face of Evil
written by Thomas Rodebaugh.
February sees Love and Monsters
by Niki Haringsma under the
spotlight, whilst Warrior’s Gate is the
subject of March’s book. Frank
Collins has written this edition.
McCoy’s Survival written by Craig
Jones is April’s offering and Jon
Toon tackles The Impossible
Astronaut / Day of the Moon the
following month. June’s release is
the Hartnell classic The Romans
dissected by Jacob Edwards.

John Toon is not a name I am
familiar with, and this book is
his first venture into print
publishing, but his assured
study of Full Circle makes me
look forward to what he may
have to offer in the future.
Toon starts with the now
standard contextualisation of
the story within the history of
Doctor Who and the season
itself. Toon seeks to dispel the
myth of the story being when
the JNT era truly began and
instead
focuses
on
the
influence of Christopher H
Bidmead on the programme
during this period. With a
background in science and
computing Bidmead attempted
to infuse the series with both a
hard sci-fi feel and solid
scientific
thinking.
Toon
suggests that rather than
thinking of Full Circle as the
story which started the JNT era
we should really see it as when
Bidmead finally established his
influence. This point is argued
extremely well and you come
away agreeing he has a very
strong case.

| Andrew Screen

Weighing in with an above
standard page count Ian
Potter’s
exploration
of
Carnival of Monsters has
utilised
every
scrap
of
documentation, cut footage,
script edits and associated
ephemera to fully explore the
creation of the story.
This could have just been a dry
parade of facts, but Potter uses
them to look at how a story
about different levels itself
operates on several levels
becoming a different thing to
different viewers. This is done
with considerable skill, not
alienating or leaving behind
less scholarly readers.

THE SILVER ARCHIVE
This year saw the launch of a sister
range to the Black Archive in the
shape of The Silver Archive. The
range will take the same approach
as the Doctor Who range, but
extend it to all genre television.
March was the expected launch of
the range, though this was delayed
by several months. The range was
eventually launched with the first
three volumes covering all six of
Sapphire and Steel’s television
adventures. Volumes on Stranger
Things, The Strange World of
Gurney Slade and Buffy the
Vampire Slayer should have
materialised this year but they are
still unpublished as we go to press.
Hopefully they will see the light of
day soon as this is a fantastic
project with books covering Dark
Skies, A For Andromeda, The
Prisoner, The Stone Tape and
Children of the Stones all planned
for the range.
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scarf and velvet jackets have been
replaced by a dull grey hoodie, from
which the viewer’s eye wanders to
whatever else in is shot – such as her
lacklustre companions. Sorry, friends.
We are endlessly told what great pals
Ryan, Graham and Yaz are, but they
mostly stand around gormlessly as the
writers give them nothing to do.
Indeed telling, not showing, is the
order of the day. We don’t see galactic
And the finale typified the
wars, the collapse of alien civilisations,
disappointments of the whole season.
or even monsters. We get the Doctor
Doctor Who has wandered into a cultelling us about them, endlessly, and a
de-sac of preachy dialogue and dull
stories that are almost entirely without rubber frog on a chair. (Has the
budget been cut?)
pace, structure or peril.
Doctor Who’s eleventh (or thirty
seventh) season ended not with a
finale, but with a damp squib.
Previous years’ finales gave us an
army of Cybermen stomping out of St
Paul’s Cathedral and Daleks
streaming out of Canary Wharf. Last
week, we got that tooth fairy bloke
from episode one again instead.

What has gone wrong? Jodie
Whittaker is a fine actor who captures
the Doctor’s eccentricity, but not her
gravitas, arrogance, danger, or
elemental rage at wickedness and
injustice. The fault is in the writing,
not in Jodie Whittaker. The Doctors of
old have always subscribed to the Just
War doctrine, that sometimes violence
is necessary if evil is to be defeated. To
save London, David Tennant’s Doctor
murdered the entire family of the
spider-humanoid Racnoss. Sylvester
McCoy’s Doctor blew up the Dalek
homeworld, which even Davros
thought was going a bit far. Now we
have a Doctor whose incoherent
morality isn’t even pacifist, because
she seems to believe that killing is bad,
but letting die is okay. She wouldn’t let
Graham (Bradley Walsh) shoot the
alien who murdered his wife but was
happy to let it be imprisoned - in
solitary confinement - for eternity. She
wouldn’t kill the giant spiders who ate
the inhabitants of Sheffield (because
that’s not their fault, kids), but
diverted them into a room where they
ate each other.

Such monsters as there are tend to be
single beasts like Tim Shaw or the
P’ting, a refugee from a Wile E Coyote
cartoon who ate the bomb that was
going to destroy the spaceship. We had
some zombies and giant spiders: now,
they’ve never been done before…
Imaginative designs are out (aliens
look just like humans these days) and
the new TARDIS set is pathetic. Too
tall to fit on a widescreen tv screen, its
moveable flats of hexagons would be
more suited to an amateur stage
production of Doctor Who. (Now
there’s an idea…)
The BBC showed its confidence in the
programme by shelving a new series
until 2020. Showrunner Chris
Chibnall said that the nation had
taken the new Doctor and friends to
their hearts. Not so. Far from being (in
Chibnall’s words) blown away by the
last series, both mainstream and fan
critical reaction has been more muted
– and negative. The millions of Doctor
Who’s fans all over the world, who
enthuse about and endlessly publicise
the show, are its core audience.
Chibnall and the BBC ignore them at
their peril.

Unlike Tom Baker or Jon Pertwee,
Whittaker’s Doctor doesn’t dominate
the screen, not least because of her dull In this time of renewed terrorism and
existential threats to democracy, it’s
grey costume. The multi-coloured
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not enough to have a cheery Doctor
who says that racism and sexism are
really, really bad, diversity is really
good, kids, and let’s all hug. We need
an inspirational Doctor who rages and
fights against wickedness and evil and
tells the truth to power. We need epic
and we need adventure. And we need
the Daleks back.
Frank Danes is the author of Six Decades of
Adventure in Space and Time: A Social, Cultural
and Screen History of Doctor Who (BWCC,
2018)

It’s hard to say goodbye to someone
you’ve worked closely with and
become good friends with. It’s also
hard to say goodbye to someone who
has been such a key part of this
fanzine. Before Jez became editor, the
’zine was kind of floundering from one
issue to the next. For some reason, it
didn’t seem to have a clear or concise
focus. With his input, however, the
Humans don’t like change because it
evokes feelings of insecurity, a lack of magazine became much more focused.
Each issue Jez edited was better than
familiarity, and uncertainty. But life
the previous one. Jez’s participation
can’t stay the same forever. If it did,
things would become boring and we as played a significant part in the daily
workings of Whotopia helped to make
humans would become complacent
it an all-round stronger
and stagnant. We don’t have to like
magazine. I have told
change, but it happens, whether we
many that if Jez hadn’t
like it or not.
come on board when he
did, I doubt Whotopia
So imagine my surprise when, one
would still be around
morning during my usual routine of
to celebrate 15 years of
checking my incoming emails, I
publication.
opened an email from Jez saying he
was going to step down as Whotopia
editor once issue 33 had gone to press. While I’m sad to see Jez
move on, I completely
What??? No, no, no! This can’t be!
understand and respect his
This must be some kind of cruel joke
on Jez’s part. So, in a flurry of
reasons why. Yes, the selfish
side of me would like to see
keyboard strokes I dashed off a
him continue in the role—
responding email asking him if this
was true—and sadly, it was. After ten I’m going to find it quite
difficult working on future
years as editor, Jez felt it was time to
issues without him. I’ve enjoyed every
move on and let someone else have a
minute of working with Jez—I shall
go at the helm. My heart sank.
There’s that damn change.
miss our regular Saturday chats
It’s said that on the whole humans
don’t like change. They like things to
stay as they are. Life, however, is full
of changes of one kind or another from
the minute we are born until the time
we die. Change is something you can
neither ignore nor avoid—as much as
you may try to. It’s a fact of life.

planning future issues, deciding who
we’d like to interview, choosing topics
and themes for each issue, as well as
reading, editing, and discussing
submitted articles. I’ve also learned a
lot from working with Jez about
becoming a better writer and editor.
So, thank you, Jez, for everything.
Bob Furnell
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MICHAEL S. COLLINS
When I was told that Jez Strickley was
standing down as editor of Whotopia, I
was saddened and expected it. Saddened
because I feel that he had contributed
heavily to the magazine’s success for over
a decade. Expected, because the work that
required took a lot of his rare free time.
It is a common fallacy of some writers to
assume that the editor gets in the way.
There are some
famous names we
won’t mention who
seemed to believe that
the editor stopped the
flow of their creative
art, and that as soon
as they were powerful
enough, they had it in
their contracts that
their work could not
be edited. And
believe me, every
single time, the work
suffered.
You see, I prefer to
look to the great Ray
Bradbury as a better
example here. One of
the greatest story
tellers of the 20th
Century. World
famous, respected,
with a career longer
than many life spans. Yet, even well into
his later life, when Bradbury was a
byword for brilliance, he would take his
tales and books to beta readers, who
would critique every aspect. Tell him
what didn’t work, and equally as
crucially, what did. Edited his work to the
nth degree. All while he sat and took
notes, and then acted on the edits. In my
mind, if one of the best scribes in history
could acknowledge the need for an editor,
there’s no excuse for any of the rest of us.
And indeed, an editor protects a writer.
They spot our typos. Especially the typos
which completely change the flow of an
entire sentence, or indeed, an entire
article. They spot when you’ve mistaken
an innocuous word for another. They find
that bit when you dozed off at 3am and
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put the word “transitional” into a
paragraph six times.
What I mean to say is that they take your
work and turn it into something
presentable. Like putting a suit and tie on
someone.

what shape the article would work better
in. He could take raw materials and shape
them without ever losing the authors own
words in the matter.

And an editor isn’t measured solely by
their skills as an editor but as their skills
as a person, too. The last 12 years have
been as momentous as anyone’s move
Jez did this work for Whotopia
marvellously and diligently. I’ve lost track from late teens to early 30s would be.
Deaths, marriage, parenthood, education,
of the number of times where I would
work, no work, work, etc. In early 2010, I
struggle to write something close to a
took seriously ill and took a long time to
deadline – talk about picking up the
recover. All through that
time, I got several
messages from Jez (and
Bob Furnell!) keeping
tabs on my recovery and
in general making sure I
was OK. Many of which
seemed destined to
arrive right at a crucial
moment when selfdoubt was sneaking in.
So as a person, I have
no qualms in saying that
Jez Strickley proved as
fine as he is an editor.

wrong attribute from Douglas Adams –
and then deliver in what looks to be a
mess of 2000 words of incoherent Doctor
Who chatter.
I’d be convinced the charade was over,
now was the moment that everyone would
notice that I wasn’t actually a writer, it
was a con! (Other writers and editors, you
know what I mean – all of us suffer it.)
And then, within the week, I’d get an
email back from Jez, and it’d be my mess
edited. And suddenly, it would actually
look like a bonafide proper article. It was
like magic. Jez wasn’t a rewriting editor,
the type who wrote chunks of the work
themselves and passed it off as the other
writer. His skill lay in layout, knowing
where sentences should and shouldn’t be,
what words might be better, and indeed,

In short, because I don’t
want to concede to my
own ego and take up too
much room, Jez
Strickley was one of the
finest editors I have ever
worked under. I wish
him all the best in his
future endeavours, and if Bob can get in
an editor with even half the work ethic,
quality and humanity that Jez possessed,
then Whotopia will be in very fine hands
indeed.
NICK MELLISH
I had been writing for Whotopia for a little
while when Jez was made an editor. In
the time he started working on the
fanzine, I moved house over five times,
finished two university courses, changed
career, lost most of my hair, witnessed
enough new incarnations of the Doctor to
make the wilderness years seem more
distant than ever before, and now Target
Trawl is a book. How bizarre.
It's the last point that (understandably)

more pleasant surprise was to have an
editor like Jez Strickley. He read
carefully, paid attention to the details, and
gave constructive feedback. Here was
someone who enjoyed stories for their
own sake, while not forgetting the Doctor
Who-ish qualities that should make them
If you have ever enjoyed the column, then unique. Most of all, throughout our
thank Jez for it as a heck of a lot of that is communications I was struck by how
excited and how positive he and his fellow
down to him. His impact on what has
turned out to be a rather notable chunk of editors remained throughout the long road
from initial submission to publication.
my writing life cannot be understated. I
would not be sitting here with a nearfinished draft of the book were he not
Jez’s notes were always respectful but got
to the point, and without exception he
around.
brought out facets and improved my
writing. It was not like getting graded by a
So Jez? Thank you. For everything.
teacher, more a discussion on a shared
HAMISH CRAWFORD
passion with a pen pal. I’ve never even
met Jez in person, but the tone of his
For someone who loves Doctor Who like I correspondence was always so warm and
welcoming. I approached the rewrites
do, I have found it difficult dealing with
with glee, because Jez’s comments kept
some of its fans. As a writer, I have
them fresh, and promised to expand on
inevitably read a lot of rejection letters,
but somehow the ones from two particular some aspect I hadn’t thought about. If I
say Jez could unravel a story or article,
Doctor Who fanzines were more hurtful
that sounds destructive; but I am thankful
than the rest.
he did, as it allowed me the glorious
freedom to knit the unravelled work into a
That was why it was such a pleasant
newer, richer pattern. My finished
surprise, first to get my story ‘Mud and
Metal’ accepted in The Temporal Logbook products are so much fuller, and so much
of that came from Jez challenging me to
back in 2014, and then to be asked to
contribute articles to Whotopia. The even improve, expand, and enhance at every
stands out to me, as I am sure that without
Jez it would never have happened. His
guidance and support when writing the
original articles and his eagle-eye for
spotting spelling errors strengthened my
silly little scribbles every time.

corner.
I am immensely proud to be a part of the
superb work that appears throughout The
Temporal Logbook, The Doctor Who
Project, and Whotopia. I read them with
the same joy as I wrote. Ultimately Jez
and the editors succeeded because they
were themselves; their fanzines and
anthologies are inimitable, sui generis.
Like all the best editors, within and
without Doctor Who, Jez gave us his own
unadulterated vision, not anyone else’s. It
was a vision that glittered with
craftsmanship and idiosyncrasy. I thank
him so much for the opportunities and his
counsel, and I will miss those galvanizing
emails.
IAN WHEELER
Jez has been a terrific editor of Whotopia.
He gets the best out of
his writers, offering helpful suggestions
and amendments. He's also been a valued
contributor when I've guest-edited
Celestial Toyroom for DWAS. He's a
brilliant writer - when he reviews
a Doctor Who story, he really delves into
what the story is actually about rather
than just writing a straight review. I'm
sure he'll go on to do many great things.
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